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Samenvatting 

Wind turbines en radar systemen, een ongemakkelijk huwelijk 

De vraag naar duurzame energie neemt toe. Stijgende olie prijzen en verslechterde conditie 
van het milieu zijn een stimulans voor toenemende implementatie van alternatieve energie 
bronnen. Hier heeft wind energie, door het wind-rijke Nederland, de voorkeur. Het aantal 
wind turbines in Nederland is dan ook aanzienlijk toegenomen. Door deze trend is de eerste 
doelstelling voor wind energie, vermeld in het BLOW, glansrijk gehaald ver voor de streefda
tum (al in 2007 in plaats van 2010). Aangezien Nederland ver achter ligt op gebied van wind 
energie, ten opzichte van veel andere lid staten binnen de EU, is er een nieuwe doelstelling 
opgesteld. Deze doelstelling houdt een verdubbeling in van wind energie ontwikkeling (zowel 
aan vermogen als in aantal turbines). Voor het realiseren van deze ambitieuze doelstelling 
zal er naast het installeren van grotere wind turbines, ook meer ruimte voor wind turbines 
moeten komen. Voornamelijk de wind-rijke locaties binnen Nederland worden aangewezen 
als geschikte locaties voor de ontwikkeling van energie door middel van wind turbines. Wind 
rijke gebieden worden in het algemeen gebonden op grote open vlakten en langs de kust. Op 
de meeste locaties worden wind turbines meestal in groepen geplaatst om horizonvervuiling te 
reduceren. Op veel van deze wind rijke locaties staan radar systemen van zowel het ministerie 
van Defensie als LVNL. Door de beperkte ruimte in Nederland worden wind energie projecten 
steeds vaker in de buurt van radar systemen gepland. Partijen die gebruik maken van radar 
systemen, geven aan dat deze wind turbines verstoringen veroorzaken bij het verwerken van 
het radar signaal. Radar operators hebben te maken met ruis en onverklaarbare verschijnselen 
op het radarscherm hierdoor zijn zij niet meer in staat observatie werkzaamheden adequaat 
uit te voeren. 

Het ministerie ontwikkelde in samenwerking met TNO-FEL een methode om te voorkomen 
dat wind turbines die een bepaalde hoeveelheid verstoring veroorzaakten konden worden 
geweigerd. Dit werd gedaan in de vorm van het hanteren van een regel. Deze regel luidt: 
"Iedere wind turbine, binnen een vastgesteld toetsing gebied, moet worden getoetst op verstor
ing". Hierbij is er in samenwerking met TNO een beoordeling model opgesteld, waarbij de 
focus wordt gelegd op het schaduw effect. Deze regel en bijbehorend beoordelingsmodel wer
den vastgesteld in een norm. Uit een onderzoek van TNO-FEL, in opdracht van het ministerie 
van economische zaken uitgevoerd in 2007, blijkt dat schaduw vorming een effect dat niet zo 
zeer voor problemen zal zorgen. Andere effecten, zoals dutter en valse track vorming moeten 
de aandacht krijgen. Uit interviews met internationale experts blijkt ook dat Nederland zich 
als enige bezighoudt met schaduw effecten. Ondanks deze constateringen, wil defensie zich 
houden aan de huidige norm. Zij ervaren de huidige methode als efficient voor het voorkomen 
van verstoring van radar systemen. Hierbij wordt geen rekening gehouden met eventueel onn
odig belemmeren van belangen van wind partijen. Veranderingen leveren problemen op bij 
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het vast stellen van nieuwe normen. Door deze houding wordt het een beleidskwestie waarbij 
een politieke machtsspel centraal staat. 

Door de urgentie van het ontwikkelen van duurzame energie is het noodzakelijk om on-nodige 
belemmeringen te voorkomen. Betrokken partijen hebben uiteenlopende belangen bij het 
radar verstoring probleem, daarnaast ervaren deze partijen eigen problemen en een hebben 
ze een eigen visie op het aanpakken er van. Vandaar dat het interveniren van de toegepaste 
methode van defensie een systematische aanpak vereist. Om tot een interventie strategie te 
komen, moet eerst duidelijk zijn welke problemen zich afspelen. Er zijn een drietal probleem 
te omschrijvingen: weinig tot geen communicatie, legitimiteit van de huidige norm en beo
ordelings regel en de politieke kwestie/ macht spel. 

Bij het uitvoeren van de interventie wordt uitgegaan van de volgende rol verdeling. In verband 
met het realiseren van de wind energie doelstelling zal het ministerie van economische zaken 
het initiatief nemen om de interventie procedure aan te sturen. Hierbij kan zij samen werken 
met het ministerie van VROM, aangezien zij ook baat hebben bij wind energie. SenterNovem 
kan ondersteuning bieden bij het samenbrengen van de partijen en het verstrekken van de 
juiste informatie. Initiatiefnemers kunnen zich beschikbaar stellen voor proeven en eventuele 
rondleidingen. 

Ter aanbeveling volgt hieruit een interventie strategie bestaande uit drie fases. Voordat 
de strategie wordt uitgevoerd zijn er een aantal inputs nodig. Hierbij zal de essentie van 
communiceren moeten worden benadrukt door regelmatig overleg te plegen. Vergelijkbare 
onderzoeken moeten worden bekeken om een indruk te krijgen van de omvang van het prob
leem. Een laatste input is de noodzaak van updaten van radar systemen. Dit zal de observatie 
capaciteit van de radar optimaliseren waardoor minder wind projecten worden afgekeurd. Ti
jdens de eerste fase moeten de radar partijen worden overtuig en geattendeerd op het feit 
dat wind energie voor iedere partij van belang is. Radar systemen moeten immers ook van 
stroom worden voorzien. Dit kan gedaan worden door het organiseren van bijeenkomsten 
voor experts op deze gebieden. Vervolgens worden in de tweede fase zowel de norm, als ook 
de toedracht tot de norm ter discussie gesteld. Dit wordt gedaan door de norm te laten on
derbouwen om zo duidelijkheid te krijgen over de inhoud van de norm. Tegelijkertijd worden 
de argumenten voor het hanteren van de huidige norm besproken. Dit geeft een draagvlak 
om tot goede onderhandelingen te komen. Deze onderhandeling zullen plaatsvinden tijdens 
de laatste fase. Hierbij zullen partijen duidelijke afspraken maken over wat zij toelaten. Toch 
blijft de kans bestaan dat radar partijen niet bereid zijn om tot onderhandelingen te komen. 
In dit geval moeten wind partijen deze interventies forceren. Hierbij kunnen wetten en regel
geving worden ingezet om langs politieke, internationale of juridische weg toch een interventie 
tot stand te laten komen. 
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1 
I ntroduction 

1.1 lntroductory 

lmplementation of wind energy and maintaining national security / safety are two interests 
concerning the Dutch government. Both interestsare conflicting with each other at concrete 
locations. More specific, wind turbines in the vicinity to radar systems can have negative 
influences to the performances of radar signal processing. Due to these influences, radar 
operators are observing noise and inexplicable effects on radar screens. These effects cause 
obstruction to observation tasks, carried out by radar actors. Hence, radar actars developed 
and implemented a norm which prevents their radar systems against distortion. This norm 
includes a rule which obligates a screening of wind turbines located inside assessment areas. 
Screening is carried out with an assessment method. This methad measures whether a wind 
turbine causes too much interference. Strict criteria indicate what degree of interference is ac
ceptable. This assessment methad and strict criteria lead to rejection of many wind projects. 
These rejections have adverse consequences for realization of wind energy objectives stated 
by the government. Sirree both interests have priority, it is vital to find a way to avoid ob
structions by an applied prevention norm to wind energy implementation. 

Current wind energy supplied 1750 MW of power in the Netherlands until 20071 . A wind 
objective, published in 2007, adds another 2000 MW befare 2011. This means a double num
ber of wind turbines must be implemented. Sirree Dutch surface is restricted, it is difficult 
to locate wind turbines into spatial environment. This means more wind turbines have to be 
implemented in the vicinity of radar systems. 

An IEA2 expert-meeting, organized in March 2007, emphasized the impact of radar interEer
erree to implementation of wind energy worldwide. This meeting encouraged representatives 
of the Dutch ministry of Economie Affairs (for short the MinEZ), the ministry of Defence 
(for short the MoD) and SenterNovem3 to analyze conjunctions between wind turbines and 
radar systems in the Netherlands. SenterNovem carried out a research to find ways to deal 
with radar interference, based on ideas of TNO-FEL, in 2005. The aim of this research was 
to investigate technica! mitigation measures to by-pass radar interference. These mitigation 
measures were perceived, as being expensive and inefficient. Besides it did not solve issues by 
radar interference, instead it by-pass interference. 

1Source: website of the ruinistry of Spatial planning, Housing and the Environment, also known as VROM, 
08-09-2008 

2IEA means: International Energy Agency 
3 SenterNovem is an agency of the MinEZ, whosupports sustainable energy development 
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Chapterl Introduetion 

As soon as SenterNovem suggested to discuss the applied norms with the MoD, they ap
peared to be not willing to discuss these norms. The MoD noticed that these norms were 
secret and therefor not a point of discussion. In that senseradar interference seemsnot only 
a matter of a technica! issues but a policy / politica! issues as well. The MinEZ ordered 
TNO-FEL to investigate the necessity of stated assessing methods and criteria in 2007. Si
multaneously, SenterNovem thought of a strategie manner of dealing with policy issues by 
investigating ways to converge both interests. This research is described in this thesis, where 
the field of research is illustrated in figure 1.1. 

------------------------------------------
I 
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I 
I 
I 
I 

1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I I 

I 
I 

Wind turbines Radar systems 1 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1.....-------

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

------------------------ _______ J 

r------- ------------------------ -------~ 

I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
1 Wind actor. Radar actor: 1 

: interests/ rules lnterests/ rules : 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 

'---------------- - ------------------------~ 

Mitigating measures 

Strategie research 

Figure 1.1 : research locations 

1.2 Research objectives 

Complexity arises since each involved actor perceives different issues by radar interference. 
That is why a first objective of this research, is to clarify which issues occur. The following 
objective is to find ways to intervene prevention norms applied by radar actors of being an 
obstruction to wind energy implementation. 

1.3 Research question 

To realize the interests for wind energy, implementation of wind turbines is essential. In that 
sense, wind turbines must be assigned in spatial planning. With the current situation, no 
prosperity can be found because of radar claims. In that sense, it seems that wind objectives 
cannot be realized. This contradiets the ambitions of the government to develop wind energy. 
Future wind obstructions must be avoided. In that order, the main research question for this 
research is: 

How to prevent interference of radar signals of becoming a potential obstruction for imple
mentation of wind energy in the Netherlands ? 

Sub-questions structures the research and contributes to answer the main question. To indi
cate the intense of the obstruction, it is essential to know which actors are involved. That is 
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why the next question must be answered: 

1) Which actars are involved? 

To prevent obstructions it is essential to emphasize what issues are perceived by these actors. 
This leads to the following question: 

2) Which issues do actars perceive? 

These issues must be intervened, with an intervention strategy. This strategy is effective 
when wind projects can proceed without being obstructed by radar activities. So to answer 
the main research question, the last sub-question is: 

3) Which intervention strategies can be applied to prevent obstructions? 

1.4 Limitations 

Each actor operates with wind energy or radar systems, could be involved with radar inter
ference. It was impossible to interview all these actors. Interviews that are taken, will give 
an impression of the overall opinion by involved actors. Another restrietion to this research 
is the fact that mainly the on shore situation is taken into account. 

1.5 Structure of the report 

Chapter 2 describes the present situation and historica! background, to get more insight into 
the problem. Chapter 3 is dedicated to the theoretica! concept and approach. It theoretically 
explains where the issues are addressed and how to change the situation. After that, a plan 
of research will be discussed. Chapter 4 formulates an analysis of arising issues caused by 
radar interference. This will help to understand the actor's perception and what issues they 
perceived. Chapter 5 gives an overview of the institutional frameworks: including the in
volved actors and their perception, values and (in)formal rules. Chapter 6 describes intervene 
options using information coming from both analysis. Chapter 7 includes recommendations 
of the author to actors involved with radar interference. These recommendations provide 
possibilities to change rules so wind activities can, and will continue. The report ends with a 
condusion in chapter 8. 
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2 
Radar interference: Problem description 

2.1 Appearance of radar interference (Historica! background) 

The MoD perceived disruption of radar interference by wind turbines, since 1996. Before, 
radar actors had limited know-how totheimpact of wind turbines on radar systems. That is 
why arising interference effects were neglected. At the sametime the Dutch government was 
obligated by Kyoto1 , to contribute to development of sustainable energy. For that reason, 
the Dutch government implemented a BLOW2 covenant. The aim of BLOW was to set up 
wind energy objectives to stimulate wind energy implementation, in 2001. Provinces of the 
Netherlands were expected to contribute with wind energy development. BLOW coordinators 
were assigned to coordinate these developments per Province. The Province of Friesland 
planned to replace small wind turbines by large wind turbines in a line configuration located 
along the north coast, in 2002. This line of wind turbines was displayed as 'spikes' on the 
radar screen surveillance radar of the military airbase of Leeuwarden. These symptoms could 
not be confirmed, still the MoD predicted it would negatively influence observation activities. 
Besides, increasing the number of wind turbines would cause more noise on the radar screen. 
To prevent observation activities, t he MoD designed a screening rule in cooperation with 
TNO (which is a science institution) . This rule implies: "Screen each wind turbine on 
its degree of interference within a dedicated area". T his screening rule contains an 
assessment method and criteria and became a norm. Criteria indicate whether a wind turbine 
will be rejected or not. The MoD stated t his screen rule as a norm. Radar territodes are 
legally protected by the 2nd structure blueprint for Military grounds3 . 

2.2 Confronting new obstacles 

Because of this norm, wind projects were often rejected, which was in disadvantage of the 
wind energy objective. Wind actors perceived the strict criteria and assessment method as be
ing obscure. Besides, assessment areas covered almost all potential wind locations [Appendix 
C]. The first attempts to reduce radar interference started with development of mitigating 
measures. Due to conflicts between a wind project at Neerrijnen and civilian radar system 

1 Kyoto treaty signed by many countries to contribute in reduction of emissions of greenhouse gasses 
2BLOW means: Bestuursovereenkomst Landelijke Ontwikkeling van Windenergie, coordinates wind energy 

development in the Netherlands 
3 [Dutch:] 2e structuurschema militaire terreinen vormt de juridische grondslag voor de bescherming zones 

om militaire luchtvaart terreinen. Deel4 pag. 8: "Het indirecte ruimte beslag rondom militaire luchtvaart 
terreinen, zoals de verschillende geluid zones en obstakel vrije zonden en de daaruit voortvloeiende beperkingen 
dienen in bestemmingsplannen te worden opgenomen. Dit geldt ook voor beperkingen bij zend en ontvangst 
installaties." Deze bescherming is verbijzonderd/ toegelicht door de staat secretaris van defensie in zijn brief 
van 27 oktober 2006 aan de provincies. 
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of LVNL4 . KEMA, which is a science center, was assigned to come with mitigating measures 
in 2002. They developed a special metal construction forthemast of the wind turbine. This 
construction makes the mast transparent for radar signals. Results of this experiment showed 
no improvements; the degree of interference stayed the same. To prevent a following research, 
LVNL was not willing to participate anymore and withdrew from the project. During that 
time, wind obstructions by radar interference became an international subject. IEA organized 
an expert meeting in London to discuss radar interference, in 2005. SenterNovem invited TNO 
and LVNL to participate in this expert meeting, LVNL refused. 

SenterNovem argued the negative impact of radar interference to wind energy development, 
at the end of 2005. At the same time, SenterNovem started a research to technica! issues. 
The intentions was to investigate arising effects by radar interference. But also to come up 
with sufficient mitigating measures and totranslate these into new policies. VROM and the 
MinEZ disapproved this plan because effects were not clearly described. In their apinion 
this project would become too expensive and it did not solve radar interference since it only 
by-passes possible interferences. 

The MoD informed provinces about this screening procedure by a letter from the state sec
retary in 2006. With this in mind, provinces were expected to inform the MoD when wind 
project were planned within assessment areas. Initiators argued that announced procedures 
did not match the procedures that were carried out. It was unclear what information the 
MoD required. Besides, the MoD obligated wind actors to come up with fixed plans in an 
early phase. For initiators it is unlikely to stay with the concept configuration, situations 
change during the development of a project. 

Another IEA meeting was organized in 2007, here SenterNovem discussed Dutch issues aris
ing from radar interference with other countries. SenterNovem and the MinEZ participated, 
where t he MoD appeared as well. Still LVNL was not willing to participate. Senternovem, the 
MinEZ and the MoD started an open platform inspired by their common interest of solving 
the issue on a constructive base. Cooperation gave an opportunity to learn about each others 
individual interests. These actors concluded that radar interference should be solved. Still 
the MoD was not intending to discuss its norm in this open platform. They argued that this 
was private and highly secure information. Because of the pose of radar actors, it seemed 
that radar interference was not only a matter of technica! disruption, but a matter of policy 
and power as well. 

2.3 Clashing interests 

2.3.1 Wind: lmplementation of wind energy in the Netherlands 

Sustainable energy is essential since fossil fuels are depleting and pollution by fossil fuels lead 
to elimate change. According to VNPI5 , consumption of oil has doubled in the last 40 years. 
Experts predict that energy demand will at least redouble over the next 30 years [Sarw2004] . 
Gonsurners become dependent since fossil fuels are the main energy source. Extrading fossil 

4 LVNL means: Air Traffic Control the Netherlands; LVNL guides civilian air traffic with radar systems 
5 VNPI means Vereniging Nederlandse Petrotiurn Industrie, this is an association which supports the 

interests of several petroleum companies 
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fuels becomes more and more difficult and expensive as economically recoverable reserves are 
exhausted. Another issue of the increasing use of fossil fuels is that the burning of fossil fuels 
causes carbon dioxide emissions, which is a major factor in the global elimate change effect 
[Tier2007]. 

The Kyoto protocol obligates the Netherlands to reduce its emission with 6 percent within 
2008 to 2012. This means a reduction of 50 Megaton a year, at least 50 percent should be 
realized by projects within the Netherlands. The Kyoto protocol stimulates countries to con
tribute sustainable energy development. This leads to focus on alternative energy sources, 
harmless to the environment. Radical change is needed: transition of energy supply to sustain
able solutions [Verb2004]. Inspired by this necessity the Dutch government set up sustainable 
development objectives. The overall energy supply by sustainable energy sourees must be 10 
percent in 2020. With a share of electricity generation from sustainable energy sources, of 9 
percent in 2010. 

To come to a transition of a more sustainable energy friendly society, a new policy plan 
was formulated by the Dutch gaverument announced in the NMP-4 (National Environment 
policy plan). Due to the nation's geographical and elirnatic conditions, wind energy was es
pecially favored in the Netherlands, which matches the country's existing expertise in wind 
power. 

Wind energy objective 
The Dutch government was inspired to set up a new wind energy objective since the previ
ous objective for wind energy was obtained faster than expected. The previous wind energy 
objective was formulated in BLOW and translated in 1500 MW of power before 2010. Sub
sidy regulations were an important tool to realize this objective. These subsidies stimulate 
initiators to develop wind energy projects. After this wind energy objective was success
fully accomplished in 2007, a new wind energy objective was formulated in a program named 
"schoon en zuinig" . Both VROM and the MinEZ are cooperating in this program to realize 
the new wind objective. This new wind energy objective contains a double amount of wind 
turbines and generated power, compared to the previous objective. This can be translated 
in 2000 MW of extra power (commutative) supplied by onshore wind energy, before 2010. 
This means 500 new wind turbines to install . Besides, another 450 MW of power by offshore 
wind projects which means one extra wind farm , in 2010. Subsidies will support to realize 
these. A long-term objective is stated to sustainable energy contribution of 20 percent in 
2020 (previously 10 percent). In general these concrete objectives in MW setting up a certain 
amount of power before 2010 and in percentage desired current production before 2020. This 
policy has not been anchored in a zoning plan. 

Wind energy trends 
In order to realize the new objective for wind energy development in the Netherlands, certain 
trends are required. A first trend is construction of wind turbines with a larger dimension. 
As illustrated in figure 2.1(source: [Kuik2006]) , wind turbines are increased in size over the 
past years. This is required to meet the high-energy supply demand. Energy production is 
coherent to the 3rd power of the average wind speed, which means that approximately 10 
percent of the wind speed may result in 33 percent more energy [Sent2007]. Wind turbines 
with higher dimensions will be more efficient for generating wind energy. 
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126m0 

.05 . 3 . 5 l.J 1.6 2 4.5 5MW 

Figure 2.1: changes of wind turbines in size 

There are a couple of reasans why developing large turbines are favored. First, costs of 
constructing larger wind turbines are relatively lower (the costs stay relatively the same but 
more energy will be generated). Another aspect is the fact that large turbines are causing less 
horizon pollution. Citizens prefer the view of a few large turbines rotating slowly instead of a 
line full of small turbines rotating on a higher speed [Kuik2006] . A third trend is construct
ing more wind turbines. Vital for implementing more wind turbines is having appropriate 
('wind full') locations to construct wind turbines [see appendix D] 6 . Since the Dutch surface 
is relatively small, good spatial planning is required. A fourth trend is to concentrate wind 
turbines ( centralization) at certain areas to avoid horizon pollution. 

2.3.2 Radar: Maintaining Safety/ Security 

The other objective involved with radar interference is maintaining security and safety in the 
Netherlands. Radar actors use radar systems to maintain security and safety. With security is 
meant, defending the Netherlands against enemies and according to international agreement 
some areas outside the Netherlands. Safety means guiding and controlling air traffic (either 
civilian or military) in Dutch airspace. Besides proteetion of Dutch territory, the MoD is 
ordered by the NAT07 to abserve a specific areaso no assaults can take place from outside. 

Security means proteetion of a country against hostility. The essence of security is proven for 
many decades . Attacks during the Second World War and the Cold War confirmed the im
portance of security. And even nowadays with terrorism threats, security is required. When 
a radar systems detects an airplane in Dutch territory, the pilots of that airplane are com
pelled to identify themselves to the air traffic controller. If no response is received, a so 
called quick-reaction-alert will be activated. Due to this alert, air fighters willlift off directly 

6 Remark: At a higher distances (above lOOm) wind areas invigilate more or less. 
7 NATO means: North Atlantic Treaty Organization (26 countries are participating to support: solidarity, 

security and freedom) 
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approaching the regarding airplane and will again contact the pilot. If they conclude they 
are dealing with a hostile airplane they will intercept the airplane. A pilot which does not 
identify himself is not always a pilot with malicious intentions. Sometimes pilots forget to 
turn on their responder 8 , there is a technica! malfundion with the system, or even a pilot 
could be unwell. Fortunately incidents are very rare. The MoD uses primary radars to carry 
out its security tasks. These radar systems have long-range observation capacities. There are 
two long distance radar systems installed in the Netherlands (at Rier and at Nieuw Millingen). 

Safety manners, also known as surveillance task, are a more routine task. Every two minutes 
airplane must land at Schiphol Airport. Landing procedures are guided by air traffic con
trollers (ATC) who are dealing with approximately 400 passengers per plane. This indicates 
the importance and responsibility of the ATC. The MoD is responsible for surveillance tasks 
for military air traffic. The ministry of Traffic and Public works is responsible for safety of 
civilian air traffic. This civilian surveillance task is ordered to LVNL. ATC's of LVNL observe 
and guide airplanes with help of radar systems and radio communication. These equipments 
are applied to guide airplanes in a line to the runway. The MoD has the same responsibility 
for guidance and surveillance for military air traffic. For air traffic safety task a secondary 
radar system is applied. The difference between primary and secondary radars is the fact 
that secondary radars receive information about the target. This information is sent by the 
airplane's transponder. Information contains the height, speed and other information of the 
airplane. On the radar screen there is a tag displayed which indicates the target. There 
are five MASS (Military Airport Surveillance System) radar systems installed at strategie 
locations all over the Netherlands. With the MASS system, radar systems do not have to 
be controlled separately, since all MASS radar systems connected in a network and operated 
(controlled) form a central point (Nieuw Millingen). Mass radars are used for military air 
traffic control tasks (safety) , these radars are used by LVNL as well. 

Prevention norm 
The ambition for wind energy stimulates an expansion of the number of wind turbines. To 
realize the wind energy objective, wind turbines are mainly planned and constructed in 'wind
full' areas [Appendix C]. Often these locations appear to be in the vicinity of radar systems. 
This leads to interference of radar signal performances. As mentioned before radar actors 
implemented a norm which includes a screening rule, obligating that all wind turbines in a 
certain area must be screened. 

The prevention norm was developed by the MoD in cooperation with TNO, in 1997. As
sessment methods to screen wind turbines, indicate the degree of detection reduction of the 
radar system caused by a dedicated wind turbine. Here the MoD accepts a reduction in 
detection distance of 10 percent inside a circular shaped testing area with a radius of 28 km, 
with the radar system in the middle [Appendix B]. In a situation without a wind turbine, a 
target can be detected at 100 km. Within this circle it is acceptable that this will be reduced 
up to 90 km. High observation requirements by the MoD are derived by the awareness of po
tential enemies. The MoD notices an upcoming new generation of unmanned mini airplanes, 
named URV (Unmanned Radio-controlled Vehicle) . These fiying objectscan be as smallas a 

8 Responder is used to identify an airplane, it supplies information to the control room about e.g. height 
and speed. 
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bird. When these URVs are applied for hostile purposes they could hide behind wind turbines 
within the blind spot.[Appendix B] It never happened, but since the MoD could imagine it, 
it could happen. 

LVNL is committed to apply procedures for their assessing method stimulated by ICAO 
9 . LVNL is supported by EuroControl10 when it comes to carrying out surveillance tasks. 
These surveillance tasks are internationally coordinated organization to improve the interna
tional cooperation for air traffic safety. LVNL stated a criteriafora lossof detection distance 
not more than 5 percent in an assessment area with a radius of 15 km with the radar system 
in the middle, without testing occurring effects on radar systems. 

2.4 Condusion 

Radar interference causes conflicts between two socio-technica! systems, wind turbines and 
radar systems. These conflict arise since radar actors prevent their interests by norms contain
ing screening rule. This rule causes obstructions to wind projects since many wind projects 
are rejected. This rule implies "screen all wind turbines on its degree of interference they 
cause, within the assessment area". These radar prevention activities are not orientated to 
stimulate wind energy, but to secure interests by radar actors. 

9 ICAO means: International Civil Aviation Organization 
10EuroControl is a European Organization who coordinates safety procedures for air navigation in Europe 
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3 
Theory and approach ( methodology) 

3.1 Conceptual framework 

Norms and more specific, applied screening rules by radar actors, are causing obstructions 
to wind activities. These screening rules are developed to prevent radar systems of being 
interfered by large wind turbines. Strict criteria of the screening rule rejects almost all wind 
projects. In that sense implementation of wind turbines and applying this screening rule 
are both activities which are dashing with each other. To darify the situation, figure 3.1 
illustrates both socio-technica! systems and where both socio-technica! systems are dashing 
with each other. 

Radar actors Wind actors 
(Maintaining security/ 

I 
I 

(lmplementation of 
safety) wind er.ergy) 

Radar system 

Windturbines 

I 
I 

lnstitutlonal I lnstitutional 
framewerk Framawork 

(ind. screening rule) (bigger b.Jrbines) 

Figure 3.1: Theoretica! framework 

The overlap, illustrated in figure 3.1, indicates the fact that actors are crossing each other's ter
ritory. Each actor operates within its socio-technica! system [Geels2004], this socio-technica! 
system contains a technica! system and an institutional framework. Interests/ objectives of 
actors are carried out by applying technica! systems. The actor's activities are structured by 
its institutional framework, which contains rules to structure that actor. Wind actors real
ize their objective by implementing wind energy (activity) , when constructing wind turbines 
(technica! system). lmplementation of wind turbines must be clone according to certain trends 
(rule) needed to actually realize the wind objective. Radar actors are maintaining security / 
safety by observing certain areas ( activity). To do this , radar actors apply radar systems 
(technica! system). Tomeet a certain observation capacity, screening rules are implemented 
to prevent radar performances (rul es). 

Strict criteria of the assessment method make it impossible for wind actors to realize their 
interests. Frustration arises since rejections are perceived as being obscure. Since radar actor 
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do notwant to discuss their norm, it is undear for wind actors ifcriteria of the screening rule 
meet the radar interests. These obscurities restriet wind activities gratuitously, whieh means 
that it is vital to change the current situation. 

Since technieal systems are dashing with each other it is obvious tothink that these technieal 
systems must change. Due to the fact that technologies are fixed (material nature and eco
nomie aspects, e.g. sunk costs) and arranged to fulfill the actor's interests, technologies are 
almost impossible to change [Lato1991]. Since implementation of screening rules are causing 
frustration, it is essential to focus on these rules, to create possibilities for wind activities. 

3.2 Operation inside regimes 

To prevent dashing of socio-technical systems, it is imperative to understand how these 
socio-technical systems operate. Geels [Geels2004] describes such a socio-technical system as 
mentioned above. This theory explains the interrelation between elements inside a regime, 
in other worcis how such a regime operates. "A specific actor, its technical process, prod
uct characteristie, skills and procedures, ways of handling relevant artifacts and persons and 
perception define a regime" [Rip1998]. Since the socio-technical systems discussed in this 
thesis corresponds with this definition, the model by Geels, illustrated in figure 3.2 and cor
respondents with the radar-wind situation. This means that the theory by Geels may help 
to investigate how obstructions to wind activities can be prevented. Based on the theory, a 
regime contains three interrelated analytic dimensions: [1] a technieal system, induding the 
linkage between technology and use of technology [2] actor caring charaderistics (e.g. certain 
roles, interests, norms, perceptions) and [3] an institutional framework containing rules. 

6 [3] 1nstitutional 

5 ~ 
framework 

3 

[1] Technica! system 

2 

1 Î 4 [2] Actors, interests, 
perceptions 

Figure 3.2: Interrelated analytie model 

Each element has an interrelated conneetion with the other elements: (1) Technieal systems 
are developed by actors through activities and expectations. (2) To control and coordinate 
activities, actors have to follow rules, whieh are set up in certain regimes and institutions. 
Additionally these regimes and institutions provide constraints and prospects to participants 
of this actor. (3) Rules are (re) produced by the same actor, based on interests and norms. 
Rules and institutions are derived by the organizations interests, but also indirectly by the 
ability of the technology. ( 4) Technology performances create possibilities and shape percep
tions and activities. In other worcis technieal systems structure actor activities as well. (5) 
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Rules are not directly related to organizations but can also be embedded in practice. (6) The 
technical system may infiuence abilities of developing rules. When technology is modified or 
changed it can change the rules and even norms, which are used inside the environment for 
organization [Geels2004]. 

Derived from this theory it seems tha .. nstitutional framework and interest/perceptions could 
infiuence activities by the actor. This institutional framework contains a "set of rules that 
coordinates/structures the actor's behavior and to routinely solve typical problems that arise 
in social interaction" [Berg2001]. Eventually changing assessment rules means a change for 
the radar institution, which leads to different pressures for decision makers and expectations 
that affect t heir actions [North1990]. This could be used to change current situations. 

3.3 Research approach 

The essence of this research is to develop strategies to intervene obstructions caused by applied 
norms of the MoD. To come to recommend an effective intervention strategy, a systematic 
research approach is used, illustrated in figure 5.8. 

Wind actors: - perception/ -
interests 

Intervention 
Perceived issues - - optionsl Reeommen dation 

strategies 

Radar actors : 
~ perceptionl -

interesis 

Figure 3.3: Process diagram 

A first step is to analyze what issues caused by radar interference, are perceived by all in
terviewed actors. Subsequently an analysis to institutional frameworks needs to be done for 
each involved actor. Where perception and interest are added to the institutional frame
work. lt includes the estimation of infiuence by actors, preferences and relative interests to 
decision points. With collected information of both analyses, intervention strategies can be 
developed and recommendations will be proposed to prevent radar interference of becoming 
an obstruction for wind activities. 

3.3.1 Analysis of perceived issues 

The applied intervention strategies should prevent perceived issues by wind actors . Each actor 
perceived its own issuesbasedon its interests and perceptions (subjective). Sirree interests by 
wind actors and radar actors are different and various, complexity arises. That is why these 
perceived issues must be analyzed and reduced into some main issues. 
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3.3.2 Analysis of institutional frameworks 

Actors have their own ideas about dealing with radar interference. This information is in
cluded in the institutional framework. This analysis will clarify the actor's norms and rules, 
as wellas values and perceptions [March1999]. It contains formal rules, which indicates the 
ability to change the screening rules. Besides, information about the actor's position related 
to the situation of radar interference will be analyzed. The institutional analysis consists 
of three analyses: an actor analysis (indicates the actors involvement and interest), network 
analysis (relation toother actors) and rules analysis(perception, value and regulative aspects). 

Actor analysis 
Role - this describes the actar's position to the situation of radar interference. It indicates 
the intentions of the actor to deal with radar interference. A ministry participates to realize 
a governmental objective. While an initiator will realize projects, has technology knowledge 
and economical intentions. 

Interests - Interests of an actor shape the way of acting and how issues are interpreted. 
Interests of involved actars are not only expressed in roles to regard their desired decision, 
but into what they are interested in as well. 

N etwor k analysis 
This analysis illustrates the relations to other actars and indicates the involvement of that 
actor. The number of ties to others inside the institutional network relates to the degree of 
activity. Actors whohave a lot of incoming connections are more central-located than actars 
with fewer connections. According to literature, actors with many connections are more con
cerned, have more resources and so more knowledge. Less research has focused on the relations 
between networks that differ in content and how they affect the behavior of actors [Stok2005]. 

Rule analysis 
'While the concept of institution is common, there is wide diversity within and across disci
plines in what kind of rules and relations are construed as "institutions"' [Good1996]. Geels 
uses a three-pillar theory by Scott [Scott1988] to categorize these rules into three groups re
spectively: cognitive, normative and regulative rules. These rules all attribute to coordinate 
activities, whether this is formal (law) or informal (norms and perceptions) . 

Cognitive- These rules describe the actor's perception and interpret concerning issues caused 
by radar interference. Individual behaviour is guided by cognitive rules. From the perspective 
of individualism it can be considered that behavioural "knowledge becomes a general problem 
of human perception." [Strei1997]. 

Normative - Normative rules represent values and norms and responsibilities by actors. It 
concerns priorities by actors and where they put the emphasis. An institution defines a 
complex of potential normative equilibrium, which function as "focal points" or coordinators 
[Burn2006]. 

Regulative - Regulative rules refer to authorities of actors. Formal rules, constrains behav
ior and regulate interactions. How actors can legally be supported by laws and rules. Here 
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regimes are defined as a semi coherent set of rules, which are linked together. It is difficult to 
change one rule without altering others. The alignment between rules give a regime stability 
and strength to coordinate activities. 

3.3.3 Intervention strategies 

Intervention strategies are composed by so called intervention options. These intervention 
options are derived from the main issues of the analysis of perceived issues and information 
from the institutional framework. Combining these options will determine the effects and 
character of intervening. Not all options can be combined, where they may influence each 
other in a negative sense. To develop intervene options in strategie sense, the developer should 
wonder where these intervention options should be implemented inside the strategy. Another 
point to consider is how to operate these options and who should undertake these intervention 
strategies. In that sense it is important to determine the actor's role. 

3.3.4 Recommendation 

This thesis will end with a recommendation. Here an intervention strategy will be proposed, 
basedon the author's perception. 
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4 
Analysis of issues by radar interference 

A intervention strategy is designed to intervene issues caused by radar interference. An 
inventory to occurring issues is required to know how to develop the intervention strategy. 
This chapter gives an overview of issues perceived by involved actors. Besides it discusses 
these issues to appoint the issues into three main issues. 

4.1 Issues perceived by wind actors 

The ministry of economie affairs- The MinEZ (more specific the doctorate-general Energy 
and Telecom), is responsible for the development of the energy sector in the Netherlands. The 
energy sector includes the development of sustainable energy as well. The MinEZ cooperates 
with VROM in a program named "schoon en zuinig", to stimulate the implementation of sus
tainable energy. This program stimulates projects which contributes to a clean environment/ 
climate. The MinEZ stimulates development of wind energy by financial support, in sense 
of subsidies. These financial means are granted to initiators with realistic and feasible wind 
energy project plans. Other tasks by the M oD with regards to wind energy are: supervising 
recent developments, solving general bottlenecks, reducing horizon poltution and creating a 
positive image for wind energy. 

The MinEZ especially perceives policy based consequences by the way prevention norms 
are carried out. Assessment procedures take place at the end of the wind project develop
ment trajectory. The MoD applies its screening rules when the type of wind turbines for a 
project are decided. This in contradiction to procedures by initiators. Changes during the 
development trajectory are very common. When initiators have fixed plans, they order wind 
turbines, sirree delivery will take approximately two years. When these wind turbines are 
rejected after ordering, it causes an extreme delay for realizing the project. Besides, the way 
assessment procedures are carried out is slow. Other aspects are unneeded claims of domains 
for assessment areas. For example: Helicopter pilots claim an ability to reach fixed platforms 
24 hours a day from every direction. Instead they just use an angle of 30 degree to approach 
the platform. So in that sense it is a matter of comfort and nat of necessity. 

SenterNovem - SenterNovem is an agency of the MinEZ which supports the development 
of sustainable energy in the Netherlands. An intention of SenterNovem is to conneet the 
government with the industry. Tasks of SenterNovem are to deal with granting subsidies to 
initiators, contacting initiators for support, monitoring projects and giving workshops. 

One of the aspects which is causing issues is incomprehension, sirree involved actars do not 
communicate with each other. Actars accuse each other of nat being flexible. Besides, results 
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mentioned in assessment reports (why wind projects are rejected) are not accessible to the 
initiator. When the initiator does not know why their project is rejected, plans cannot be 
modified. A whole new plan must be designed again, which is expensive. Since wind actors 
are confronted with issues when searching approval locations, which cause issues for spatial 
planning. These locations are not available since radar actors claim a lot of space. 

The ministry of VROM - The ministry of VROM (Ministry of housing, Spatial Plan
ning and the environment) has ambitions to stimulate sustainable energy to contribute to 
elimate care and clean environment. This should fit into the demand of citizens, sa horizon 
poltution is prevented. As mentioned befare VROM and the MinEZ cooperate in the program 
"schoon en zuinig". The minister of VROM coordinates this program. The contribution of 
VROM within the program is fitting wind turbines into the landscape by spatial planning and 
to stimulate environment friendly energy. 

Since more objects are implemented in the Dutch landscape, it is difficult to find more loca
tions for wind projects in the Netherlands. Activities by radar actors which are obstructing 
wind energy implementation must be avoided. Criteria are not well formulated to the outside 
world. Claims for assessment areas are perceived to be unreasonable. The MoD should be 
more constructive so other actors can carry out their activities to avoid unnecessary obstruc
tions. The MoD should consider a more effective way of protecting their radar operations so 
more actors could fit into the concrete location. This should stimulate the MoD to come with 
smart solutions. Since other obstacles, like buildings are accepted, it is worth to reconsider 
stated assessment methods. 

Evelop - Evelop is a project developer in the field of sustainable energy worldwide. They 
are involved with sustainable energy in all its contents: wind, biomass, solar (photo voltage) 
systems, solar thermal systems (sun boilers, etc). With regards to wind energy, Evelop de
velops bath onshare and offshore wind projects. Evelop 's biggest onshare project includes 22 
wind turbines (Koegors polder). In case of Dutch offshore projects, Evelop cooperates with 
Ballast Nedam to develop a wind farm named Q7. 

Issues derived by radar interference can be either in technica! sense or by the use of tech
nology. Procedures to deal with these technology should be standardized. Currently, the 
way of dealing with radar interference is accusing eachother of causing issues. Furthermore, 
there are not enough technica! measures in the Netherlands. For example, the use of special 
coating, which makes a wind turbine "transparent" for radar signals, fill-in radar equipment 
or software adjustments. Evelop is willing to invest in these measures, this would contribute 
in solving radar interference. Besides applying technica! measures, radar systems should be 
improved as well, since they were purchased 40 years ago, they become obsolete. Nowadays 
landscape is full of obstacles, modern radar systems are able to observe withinthese observa
tion areas. So there is no certainty that current radar systems are able to maintain security 
and safety. 

Nuon- Nuon is one of the energy distribution companies in the Netherlands. Besides sup
plying energy they take care of sustainable energy solutions as welt. NUON has a division for 
wind energy development. NUON is developing wind farms onshare and offshore. A cooper-
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ation of NUON and Shell, develops and owns a wind farm named OWEZ1, formerly known 
as NSW (Noord Zee Wind), 10 till 18 km from the coast of Egmond aan Zee. This is the 
first operational Dutch wind farm at sea. The park contains 36 wind turbines with a collective 
capacity of 108 MW. 

OWEZ is equipped with fi.ll-in radar systems which by-pass possible issues for radar systems. 
Sirree NUON by-pass possible issues by technica! measures, they do notsupport modification 
of radar systems or screen rules. They took care of issues with the current configuration, mod
ifying these configuration will cause new issues. Actors do not have to perceive issues when 
they know how to deal with it. NUON has a monitoring program for OWEZ who monitors 
possible radar interference as well. Here several aspects may complement knowledge about 
this subject and how to manage possible issues. NUON mentions that a lot of international 
research is doneon this matter, it will be unnecessary to do these researches again. 

4.2 Issues perceived by radar actors 

The ministry of Defence - The MoD maintains national security and safety and sup
portspeace missions internationally. The MoD applies certain observation equipments such 
as radar systems. The M oD uses radar systems either to proteet the country against hostile 
fiying objects (security) and for guidance of military airplanes (safety). 

Frequentlyradar signals perceive noises from small obstacles on ground surface. These noises 
can be filtered out. The MoD experiences serious issues when it comes to radar interference 
caused by wind turbines. A leading interference effect is blindness behind wind turbines, 
which cannot be filtered out [Appendix E]. When trying to filter out wind turbines from 
the screen rule, entire columns on the screen are blanked [Appendix B]. Radar systems are 
not able to abserve in these blind spots. When hostile objects are hidden inside these blind 
spots, they can not be detected by the operator. Recent technology developments prove that 
micro flying objects called URV's2 are capable to do so. The MoD would like to be aware of 
any possible enemy. Besides, blind spots make it is almost impossible to guide military air 
traffic safely to/ from military air bases. The MoD denies that the assessment procedure and 
its criteria are relatively amply defined. This way of defining, pursues more space for radar 
activities. On the other hand the MoD interprets defining limits as a big issue. Anothe issue 
is poor communication, the MoD sametimes has to reject wind projects because initiators did 
not contact the MoD about their plans. 

LVNL - Air traffic control Netherlands (LVNL) takes care of rnanaging air traffic below 
24,000 feet (approximately 1.5 km). Above 24,000 feet, EuroControl is responsible. LVNL is 
a division of the main airport Schiphol, as well as airport Rotterdam, Groningen and Maas
tricht. Air traffic in Dutch airspace must be guided by communication between the controller 
and the pilot by radio and telephone. L VNL is responsible (besides supplying air traffic ser
vices) to control and prevent technical (surveillance) installations in favor of air traffic safety. 
So LVNL is responsible for optimal functionality of these installations and systems. Norms 
should prevent upcoming threats by obstacles for observation performances. 

10WEZ means: Offshore WindFarm at Egmond aan Zee 
2 URV means: Unmanned Radio-controlled Vehicle 
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LVNL perceives issues only with track and trace procedures of airplanes. ATC has to know the 
airplane's status, its location, speed and height. Normally this information will be received by 
the transponder of the airplane and displayed as a tag on the radar screen. Because of radar 
interference airplane tracks are interrupted and even cause lossof information. Sufficient ob
servation performances are essential since the ATC is responsible for 400 passengers sitting in 
an airplane. Another obstruction perceived by LVNL is poor communication between LVNL 
and wind actors. An example is when the government had ambitions for planning an offshore 
wind farm (which became OWEZ) at IJmuiden. LVNL understood that the construction of 
wind turbines would be realized one by one, instead OWEZ was constructed as a whole. 

4.3 Issues perceived by institutes 

TNO-FEL- TNcJ3 is an independent science center that carries out research assignments for 
customers. This research center is mainly contracted by the government. TNO is divided into 
several institutes each with their own specific research field. One of these institutes is TNO
FEL, engaging research ordered by the MoD. TNO-FEL was ordered to develop a screening 
rule for the MoD basedon criteria determined by the MoD. When a certain wind turbine may 
interfere a radar system, the MoD requests TNO-FEL to measure the presence and degree of 
interference. Results will be presented to the MoD and will be used to assess whether or not 
a wind turbine is allowed to that specific location. 

TNO-FEL indicates that other effects, instead of shadow effects, will causes more intense 
issues. The contour of the wind turbines are more crucial than only the distance. The cur
rent normand screeningruleis only based reduction of detection related to distance(relative 
norm). Issues appear when radar systems cannot distinct rotor blades of a helicopter from 
blades of a wind turbine. In that case the radar operator thinks that in a certain area, a 
helicopter fl.oats, but instead a false plot or dutter is generated, this will cause problems [Ap
pendix B]. Besides, the entire surface of the assessment area is not always necessary. Some 
parts of this assessment area circle are not used. The change of threats coming from each 
direction is nil. For example: It is very unlikely that enemies will reach Utrecht from Fries
land without being observed by the radar in Leeuwarden. Besides surveillance of air traffic 
happens in a specific area (at the runway and the airport area only) so assessment is only 
required in that area. 

4.4 Main issues 

To come to a strategy to intervene, the collection of issues perceived by involved actors should 
be reduced to some main issues. First the perceived issues will be discussed and finally de
termined which main issues do derive. 

Wind actors are facing issues with the applied norm by radar actors. In general wind actors 
argue about the legitimacy of screen rules. According to SenterNovem, t he current norm was 
developed by the MoD almost ten years ago. During that time implementation of wind energy 
had no priority and so criteria could be as strict as the MoD wanted. The screening rule was 
basedon measuring interference by shadow effects. Research by TNO-FEL, Qinetiq and by 
dr. Greving [Appendix E] demonstrates that this effect is not a problem. In fact shadow 

3TNO is a science research center for applied physics 
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effects could be managed. SenterNovem argues that only the Netherlands perceive issues 
with shadow effects, other countries focus on methods to measure interference by contour 
[Appendix E]. Noother country is using prevention norms. As mentioned in the perceived 
issues by TNO, the current norm is based on a relative measure. This does not take into 
account the quality of the radar system or contours. The absolute measure, discussed in 
appendix B, does take into account all these aspects, which seemstoresult in a more fairway 
of assessing wind turbines. In contrary to these researches, the MoD stays with their norm, 
in their apinion it is effective and it guarantees observation capacity. The MoD argues that 
security is most important, where no risks can be taken. According to the MoD changes of 
norms cause issues when new criteria must be defined. 

Another point of discussion are the criteria of stated screen rules. The current criteria imply 
that over 10 percent of reduction of the detection distance is not contested. Why should 10 
percent be a problem? Why not 5 or 20 percent?", Does 10,1 percent really causes too much 
noise so operators are unable to carry out their tasks? "A nd when talking about this limit, 
10 percent of what"? On these questions the MoD responds that this aspect will become an 
endless discussion. The MoD had to define limits in this case interference up to 10 percent 
is acceptable. More than 10 percent is not allowed, the operator confronts too much inter
ference, safety j security cannot be guaranteed and the wind project will be rejected. The 
MoD set fixed criteria of 10 percent to avoid unlimited stretching of this norm. The MoD 
mentioned that setting choosing a fixed criteria, places the MoD in a vulnerable position. 

The MinEZ remarks that radar activities are used to carry out two tasks: respectively main
taining security and safety. When it comes to safety, radars are applied to abserve and to 
guide air traffic near airports. Since this is a routine task, functionality of radar systems 
must be optimal. Security on the other hand, is not an every day task. There were no threats 
reported after the Cold War. So why having such strict assessment criteria toproteet security 
tasks? The MoD wants to be ready for conceivable enemy. Even though there has never been 
an attempt to attack the MoD wants to be prepared. VROM indicates that the quick alert 
procedure [Chapter 2] has never been used for real situations. But eversince the MoD can 
imagine enemies, they take this into account by development of the assessment methods. In 
fact imaginable enemies are considered. There are no explanations since MoD's procedures 
are concealed. 

A last point to discuss is the definition of being secure or safe. VROM argues about the 
degree of allowed risks. In sense of taking risks, what will be a sineere bottorn line? Ac
cording to VROM the Dutch government invests a lot of money in safety aspects in the 
Netherlands. Much is invested in dikes and other facilities to proteet the country against 
fiooding. Even though there is no full certainty, the government is willing to invest a lot of 
money. Apparently some risks are acceptable. These measures proteet the country against 
fiooding, which still gives a risk ratio of 1 to 3000 or even worse when concerning rivers (1 
to 1250). So which risks are we daring to take with enemies of the MoD, what costs can 
be made? Risks for citizens should be averted, but accidents in uninhabited areas in the 
Netherlands should be allowed. 

Based on perceived issues and the discussion points mentioned above, the following main 
issues are defined: 
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Communication - Poor communication between wind and radar actors causes many is
sues. There are no agreements about how actors should deal with radar interference. Because 
of poor communication the procedure of screening rules are perceived as being obscure. Wind 
projects are rejected without an explanation. Wind actars cannot prepare and can not take 
into account expectations by radar actors. 

Norm and rul es - Another stand-out issue is the current procedure of screening wind tur
bines. Radar actors designed their normand screen rules without taking into account possible 
obstructions to wind projects. Focus effects by the MoD are declared by TNO as not being 
an issue, since it can be managed with an improved radar system. So the assessment method 
should be based on other effects. This causes unneeded rejections of wind projects and so 
obstructions to wind activities. 

Power - The fact that radar actors are not willing to discuss the essence and arguments 
of applied screening rules is a policy issue. Arguments are not discussable and strict criteria 
is needed to prevent the change of being vulnerable. The MoD is using its power to avoid 
changes of their norm. This pose does not match up with being cooperative, as announced 
by radar actors. Radar actors have clear priorities to their interest, "safety goes first". The 
MoD indicates that stated rules and methods are essential. There is not a distinction between 
what is necessary to have and what is nice to have. 

4.5 Condusion 

Strategie intervention should take care of issues caused by radar interference. It is essential to 
know what issues are perceived by involved actors. The analysis discussed in this chapter gave 
an overview of all perceived issues by interviewed actors. These are reduced to three main 
issues ( communication, applied prevention norm and power), which will be used to determine 
intervention options. 
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5 
Analysis of institutional frameworks 

Besides main issues, the intervention strategy is also determined by each actors' interests, 
perceptions, values and legal rules. Besides, these aspects indicate how these intervention 
strategies should be carried. The role of the actor will determine how the actor will participate 
during the strategy process. This information could be collected by an analysis toeach actar's 
institutional frameworks. 

5.1 I nvolved actors 

Wind: Ministries 
TNO EU 

(MinEZ and VROM) 

I Radar: Ministries 

r---L-- _I 
Other countries 

(MoD and V&W) 

Radar Interterenee 

Harbar Authorities ~ L__ Initiators 
and DGTL 

I 
Local Govemment: 

LVNL Provinces and local SenterNovem 
authortties 

Figure 5.1: Map of involved actors 

5.2 Wind actors 

5.2.1 Ministry of Economie AfTairs 

Actor analysis 

Role - The MinEZ is responsible for the realization of the stated wind energy objective. 
This means that the MinEZ should concern a certain number of wind turbines should be real
ized. Radar interference and screening rules restricts the possibility to succeed the realization 
of this objective. Concerning toradar interference, arose after the IEA expert meeting in Ox
ford. The MinEZ aimed at consiclering the impact of radar interference on implementation 
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of wind energy. The MinEZ ordered TNO to refine the assessment methodology. 

Interests - Taking out issues that obstructs the realization of the wind energy objective of an 
additional 2000MW of wind energy onshore and 450MW offshore before 2010. 

N etwor k analysis 

Figure 5.2: Networkof the ministry of Economical Affairs 

Rule analysis 

Cognitive - Wind activities should not be obstructed by policy issues. which obstructs wind 
activities. The perception of the MinEZ about policy issues, sirree research already demon
strated that current norms should change because of the wrong focus to an effect. Assessment 
area surface should be redefined by focusing on needs. There should be a distinction between 
"Need to have" and "Nice to have". Current criteria behind assessing procedure are based 
on theories. 

Normative - There should be enough wind energy. Obscurity must be neglected and con
crete problem clarified. 

Regulative - The electricity law, [eh. 5], which is set up in 1998, obliges energy supply 
companies to generate a certain amount of sustainable energy. The gas law (paragraph 5.2) is 
dedicated to saving energy and encouragement of sustainable energy. State law institute for 
Exclusive Economical Zone (EEZ) states that wind projects are not allowed within a certain 
zone in the North Sea. Outside that area they have the same rights as all other initiatives. 

5.2.2 SenterNovem 

Actor analysis 

RoZe - With relation toradar interference, SenterNovem must find ways to take out harriers, 
surrounding wind energy development. The MinEZ has ordered SenterNovem to concern is
sues caused by radar interference. SenterNovem's roleis to address issues derived from radar 
interference and take these issues to governmental level. 

Interests - Support activities which lead to realization of the sustainable energy objective 
and construction of wind turbines as much as possible. SenterNovem avails to deal with 
radar interference so wind activities can proceed. 
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Network analysis 

VROM - International experts ,-- Provinces and local 
authorltles 

I 
~ -

MoD - SenterNovem - Min EZ 

I 

Initiators 

Figure 5.3: Network SenterNovem 

Rule analysis 

Cognitive - Issues derived from radar interference is a concernment to all actors. Development 
of sustainable energy is essential in gener al. Radar actors should have a more cooperative pose 
instead of only focusing on their own interests. Besides, the government should take care of 
clashes between both interests. Technica! (mitigating) measures will contribute to find ways 
to deal with radar interference. Radar actors should be more consistent in procedures and 
decisions. For example, Harbor authorities did not oversee that ships should take another 
route since groundwork for wind turbines. In first case harbor authorities did not protest 
against wind projects, but when problems appeared they objected. 

Normative - Assessment methodology and its procedure should be univocal. In order to 
match all interests trust between actors is required. Actors must have confidence, a feeling 
their interests are acknowledged. 

Regulative - Since SenterNovem is an agency of the MinEZ, they use the same regulations. 

5.2.3 Ministry of VROM 

Actor analysis 

Role - VROM is responsible for spatial planning and with this, assigning locations for wind 
turbines. VROM faces radar interference when it comes to spatial planning. As a participant 
in the program "schoon en zuinig", VROM supports dealing with radar interference. 

Interests - Implementation of wind turbines within the Dutch landscape, to improve an en
durable environment in the Netherlands. Where issues by implementation of wind turbines 
must be prevented. 
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Network analysis 

LVNL 1-- SentefNovem 

-
MoO r-- VROM r-- "'"EZ 

Figure 5.4: Networkof the ministry of VROM 

Rule analysis 

Cognitive - Claims are dorre because of a certain pose (ease of having enough space), which 
leads to needless restrictions to wind activities. Assessment areas should be reconsidered 
dignity. The screen rule is translated in an assessment methodology and an assessment area, 
this could be a point of discussion. Obstructions must be removed, this means wind actars 
needs to hand in some space, but this will avoid conflicts. Reconsideration must be more 
advanced, for example double radar coverage could relieve blind spots. 

N ormative - Realization of more sustainable energy to reeover the environment and to stabi
lize the climate. 

Regulative- Decision for providing and installation in favor of environment proteetion (2001). 
This decision indicates which types of wind turbines do not needan environment permit and 
only have to be reported. Law for spatial planning (Wro) , Electricity law, 4th nota RO. 

5.2.4 Initiator: NUON 

Actor analysis 

RoZe - Originally OWEZ was an initiative by the government. The government contracted 
Shell and NUON to develop and construct the wind farm in 2002. Bothare now owners and 
perpetrators of the OWEZ. OWEZ includes a monitoring program. This program is based 
a learning by doing method, which investigates effects by construction, to the surrounding 
area (e.g. animals, nature). Besides influences to other functionalities, like transport and 
observation tasks (with radar) are observed. 

Interests - With regards to the monitor program, NUON had interests to analyze the prof
itability of constructing and operating an offshore wind farm. 
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Network analysis 

DGTL r- Harbor authoritles 
Provinces and local -

authoriöes 

I 
~ r-

MoO r-- Nuon {Initiator) r-- LVNL 

Figure 5.5: Network of Nuon 

Rule analysis 

Cognitive - Nuon argues that radar interference is not an obstruction but a precondition. 
Radar interference can be solved by instaHing fill-in radar systems. If a problem does not 
exist, it must not become a problem. Actars should gain moreknowhow about effects to 

N ormative - Implementing more wind energy and a dominating position in the sustainable 
energy market. The aim to supply energy produced with low burdening of the environment. 

5.2.5 Initiator: Evelop 

Actor analysis 

RoZe - Evelop is very involved with developing wind farms, onshare and offshore. When 
it comes to constructing wind farms, environment and construction permits are required. 
These permits will be granted when a wind farm meets its requirements stated by dedicated 
ministries. An obliged item is measuring the degree of interfering toother systems, likeradar 
systems. In that sense Evelop perceived obstructions with granting permits because of radar 
interference. 

Interests- The first interests byEvelopis to contribute to more sustainable energy around the 
world. This by realize 4000 to 5000 MW of sustainable energy. Another interest by Evelop is 
to construct one extra wind farm besides Q7. 
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Network analysis 

DGTL Coast guard 

I 

I MoO - Evelop (Initiator) 

Figure 5.6: Networkof Evelop 

Rule analysis 

Cognitive - Evelop recognizes negative effects of radar interference in general, confirmed by 
international discussions. Evelop distinguished two occurring effects: shadow effects behind 
wind turbines and false reflections on radar screens. These effects are technica! problems, 
which can only be solved by technica! measures. It is a collective problem, sirree sustainable 
energy is essential for all actors, even radar actors need electric power, so cooperation to deal 
with these issues is required. The current way of dealing with radar interference is in contra
clietion with the government interest. They have ambitions to expand sustainable energy but 
mention it is not possible. The government should be more consequent and become an am
bassador for the development of wind energy. Evelop would like totest mitigating measures. 
They are convineed this will help to deal with radar interference. 

Normative- Evelop has priority for developing as much sustainable energy projectsas possi
bie to realize their interests. 

5.3 Radar actors 

5.3.1 Ministry of Defence 

Actor a nalysis 

Role - The MoD is responsible for security and safety, which means that performance by 
observation equipments applied to maintain security / safety, should be optimal. Guarantee 
of functionality of these equipments is dorre by the departments, Service Property.In that 
sense, the MoD would like to prevent the chance that radar systems will be interfered. 

Interests- Optimal observation capacities for radar systems, to fulfill the task to maintaining 
security/ safety. Undisturbed operating of their tasks and so avoid distortions of their radar 
systems. 
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Network analysis 

VROM 1------ SenterNovem ,-- Provinces and 
local authorit les 

I 
- f-

MlnEZ f----- MoD 1--- TNO 

I 

Initiators 

Figure 5. 7: Network of the ministry of defence 

Rule analysis 

Cognitive - The MoD perceives issues since initiators are planning projects near radar sys
tems. Wind actors should report when they are planning a project in the vicinity of a radar 
system. fill in radars, wind actors should do this. The are causing distartion to the radar 
systems. To have a constructive pose, MoD will be transparent if possible and keeps secrets 
when essential. lnvesting fundamental solutions will be expensive, sarnething the MoD will 
not finance, the "poll u ter pays". 

Normative - Security/ safety is priority number one, this can be verified with the MoD's 
slogan: "Mission first Safety always". Safety and security is a political interests, thats why 
the MoD may break the law when needed, security / safety overrules everything. 

Regulative - Art 39. Disturbance in radio connections. 

5.3.2 LVNL 

Actor analysis 

RoZe - LVNL is responsible for air traffic near airports in the Netherlands. When initia
tors are willing to construct a wind turbine near an airport, they should contact LVNL. 
Proposed plans will be researched by the department named Surveillance. Applied criteria 
depends on the location of this plan. For example near runways, effects on fiight procedures 
will be taken into account. LVNL uses guidelines of ICAO when it comes to preventing their 
observation eqiopment of interference. ICAO prescribes prevention against interference and 
how to deal with this. LVNL did not do research on effects and impacts of radar interference 
but emphasizes an expanding development of wind turbines around the airport and so radar 
interference in the near future . 

Interests - LVNL has an interest of safely dealing with air traffic. In order to realize safety, 
good functional CNS is essential. 
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N etwor k analysis 

VROM LVNL - MoD 

MlnEZ 
V&W - -

Figure 5.8: Network of LVNL 

Rules analysis 

Cognitive - Any changes in not being able to abserve an airplanes when they fiy behind 
a wind turbine must be avoided. If problems arise after radar systems are installed, antennas 
and sensors must be added to the system in order to reeover a functional system again. This 
will be very expensive and conceivable solutions which will delay the system. Poor commu
nication is one of the main issues LVNL is confront with. For example LVNL was informed 
about construction of a wind farm. Here LVNL understood that wind turbines would be 
construct one at the time. Instead, the whole wind farm was build in one time. lt is better 
when initiators look after their interests when planning a wind project and than focus on 
approved locations. Find locations which do not have problems yet, eventually interests will 
meet each other since the Netherlands is very small. 

Normative - In order to uphold this safety interest, it is essential to have optimal functional 
CNS equipment . Occasions which may lead to influencing of the equipment or not match 
safety. This must be avoided. By defining criteria for assessing methodology the intention 
was to raise the threshold high enough so systems can not be interrupted. 

Regulative - Law for supervision of waterways and public works activities (2004). A envi
ronment effect rapport (MER) is obligated, which includes a test to interference to other 
interests. 

5.4 lnstitutes 

5.4.1 TNO-FEL 

Actor analysis 

Role - TNO-FEL was ordered by the MoD to develop the screening rule. TNO does three 
things related to radar interference: development of the assessment model, applying the model 
to indicate the degree of distartion and finally modifying the model in order to improve it. 
TNO pursuits optimal functionality to avoid trial and error approaches, this will save time. 
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Besides simulation and research, the model will be applied in practice. Other relevant activ
ities concerning radar interferences are participates in a NAT01 group. This group discusses 
radar distartion problems at internationalleveL TNO is involved with this subject since. 

Interests- TNO has to satisfy its costurner and to give sufficient scientific background. There 
are no direct interests related to radar interference. 

Network analysis 

MinEZ MoD 

TNO 

VROM LVNL 

Figure 5.9: Networkof TNO 

Rule analysis 

Cognitive - TNO-FEL is skeptic about the current assessment method, which only mea
sures reduction of the maximum detection distance [Appendix B]. This method implies that 
reduction distance is dependent on the distance ony. Sirree the interference degree is only 
dependent on distance, it seems to be a relative methodology. Sizes of targets, transmitting 
power and radar sensitivity are not included. TNO is convineed that these aspects infiuence 
the degree of interference. According to TNO an assessment method based absolute manner 
is a more sufficient sirree it takes all aspects into account [Appendix B]. A method based on 
absolute measures contains a measurement which compares the results with radar specifica
tions. Besides arguments used to underline defined criteria should be discussed. For example 
"Is it that bad when you are not able to abserve the small shadow spot behind the turbine?" 
Sirree the area of shadow is relatively small, it is doubt full if this would be a problem. Current 
issues are debatable sirree some locations approve double/ triple radar coverage. This means 
that radar B can cover the shadow spot created by a turbine standing in the field of sight 
of radar A. In that case there should be no problem anymore, still one of the radars can be 
defect or be maintained and so switched off, in that case you don't have a backup. 

1NATO means North Atlantic Treaty Organization 
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5.5 Condusion 

Remarkable to this analysis is that both wind and radar actors are willing to find a con
structive approach for dealing with radar interference. Still both actors are not intended 
to lose territory with regards to looking after interests. Here radar actors see no profit by 
supporting wind activities where they loose territory. The following perceptions by actors to 
issues caused by radar interference are point out: the MinEZ had some commentary to the 
way assessment procedure is carried out and the way power is used by radar actors. (There 
should be a distinction between nice to have needed to have). Communication is required 
and clear agreements must be set up. VROM ratified to crit icize the legitimacy and justice 
of screening rules. A good substantiation of rules will give possibilities for wind activities 
to fit in to spatial planning. SenterNovem sees radar interference as a collective problem 
since all interests should be supported and many actors experience issues. In other words, 
all actors are problem owners. The MoD already prevents its activities and so is not driven 
to handle screening rules. They are very careful with debating rules since they do not want 
to vulnerable when it comes to territory. They would like to see fundamental solution where 
wind actor should be, since they cause these issues. LVNL experience trouble by the leak of 
communication. They are not always aware of project plans by initiators. TNO is convineed 
that the present assessment method is not solid. They prefer applying an absolute method 
instead of the relative method. 
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6 
Intervention Strategies 

An intervention strategy is a process to intervene obstructions to wind activities by radar 
interference. The intervention strategy is determined by main issues, and information from 
institutional frameworks. To design a sufficient strategy, it will be composed of intervention 
options. These intervention options could be imagined as 'construction blocks'. A composition 
of these options will determine the charaderistic and effect of the intervention strategy. For 
example, when actors know they have to cooperate in the future , they choose options with a 
social sense. Successfulness of intervention strategies could be improved by adding inputs. 

6.1 Inputs 

Intervention strategies should be supplemented by inputs. These inputs influence and prepare 
the intervention process and contribute to an effective strategy. 

6.1.1 Similar studies 

Studies with a similar context should be investigated as a preparation for dealing with issues 
caused by radar interference. These studies can be used to campare and inspire sequel ap
proaches. An example of such a study is mentioned in Appendix D. It describes a research 
by emeritus professor G. Brussaard, who was involved with a similar case where radar sys
tems were interfered by a building. In his report he criticized the applied norm by the MoD. 
Another example is concerning radar interference abroad, mentioned in appendix E. 

6.1.2 Communication 

Communication is an essential input when actors would like to deal with radar interference 
in a cooperative sense. In case of cooperation, this input will be the guideline through the 
entire strategy. With communication, actors are able to make agreements and discuss what 
is expected. 

6.1.3 Upgrading technology 

In order to deal with radar interference, first the capacity of the radar system should be 
checked. Current radar systems are unable to optimally abserve present observation fields 
with many obstacles, like buildings. Radar systems are obsolete and should be upgraded. 
Raytheon, a manufacturer of radar systems, declares that modern radar systems have better 
observation performances. Such an upgrade of the current radar system would cause less 
rejections of wind projects. This upgrade must be clone for either hardware or software, to 
optimize observation performances by hardware and signal processing by software. 
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6.2 Intervention options 

6.2.1 Substantiation 

Wind actors encounter issues because prevention norms and screening rules ( applied by radar 
actors) are perceived as obscure. Since radar actors are secretive a bout the underlying prin
ciple of the prevention norm. lt is impossible for wind actors to accept the liability of the 
screening rule. These obscurities delay wind project processes which cause unneeded costs. 
In that sensenorms and screening rules should be substantiated. 

Substantiation of screening rules will start with clarifying the legitimacy of these rules. Cur
rent prevention norms and screening rules were developed in 1998. During that time, less 
obstacles were observed in the vicinity to radar systems so strict criteria were allowed. As
sessment criteria were set up without taking into account other interests. The MoD claims 
space to avoid radar distortion. Another way of substantiating is reconsideration of assess
ment areas. These areas are defined as a circle with a certain radius. In most cases not all 
parts of that circle are used as observation area. Radar actors should investigate which parts 
of that circle are needed. Besides the assessing method is on a specific issue which must 
be validated. Shadow effects were defined as being the main issue. Research by TNO and 
international studies [see Appendix E] prove that other effects are more serious issues. Addi
tionally, TNO recommends a change of the current method, basedon 'relative' measure, toa 
method with an 'absolute' measure [Appendix E] . This will give prospects for wind activit ies, 
when they are dealing with fair assessing procedure. 

Substantiation should be a concernment of the MinEZ and the MoD. The MinEZ is the 
initiator of dealing with radar interference and has equal authority and power, as the MoD. 
The MoD is the owner of the prevention norm and screening rule, so they are the actor to 
change. Institutes and initiators could support the MinEZ by carrying out experiments to 
indicate the need to change. 

Consequences- Substantiation of screening rules and procedures means that these screen
ing rules and its procedures must be transparant for all actors. The chance that this will be 
in disadvantage for radar activities will be a consideration for radar actors. If the need of 
substantiating is not well explained to radar actors, they will refuse. Here communication 
and trust are essential. Radar actors do not have a reason to substantiate these rules. 

6.2.2 Convincing 

According to the analyses, the MoD does not recognize radar interference as a general issue. 
Radar actors argue that wind actors are causing these interference, so they must pay. Since 
wind energy is important for the MoD as well, it should be a concern for the MoD as well. 
Radar actors use energy as well to operate their equipment. Current norms will obstruct 
the implementation of wind energy, which is a sustainable energy development . Radar actors 
should be convineed that current methodologies and criteria must be reconsidered. To con
vinee radar actors, information is very important [Stok2005]. New information can change 
perception of interests in favor of changing activities/ rules. This option will be successful 
when exchanged information is new for the receiver. This information must be perceived as 
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being relevant and reliable. Besides, convincing should happen in an early phase of the pro
cess, so perceptions of actars are not fixed yet. Power influences the possibility of adoption 
of information. 

There are several ways to convey information. First of all, an expert meeting could be or
ganized by wind actars about the importance of wind energy and/or perceived issues caused 
by radar interference. During this meeting, experts (like a professor or a consultant) should 
explain related subjects. Such an expert meeting was organized May 15th 2008. International 
experts were invited to discuss radar interference issues in their country. A discussion took 
place in an open atmosphere about how to deal with radar interference. Another approach 
to exchange information is by organizing a guided tour. This will give a live demonstration 
so radar actars can see what actually happens. Such a tour stimulates new discussions. Such 
a tour was organized April 24th 2008, by the coast guard. Initiators and radar actars were 
invited to abserve effects on the radar screen of a ship when it moves near offshore wind 
farms. This was an opportunity for actars to discusshow reallife effects were perceived and 
how to deal with these effects. 

Convincing the MoD and LVNL should be considered by governmental actars (ministries). 
Ministries mainly coordinate, where experts from institutes and organizations will have to 
explain subjects and stimulate discussions. Initiators could help when they gave access to 
their wind farms. Ministries are adhered to have more value to opinions and ideas from actars 
with power or more knowledge. 

Consequences - Convincing manners will be expensive and will take a lot of time. Radar 
actor will not immediately change their norm, but it will remind them about being coopera
tive. 

6.2.3 Challenging 

A strategy of challenging is an intervention option with regards to power and interests. As 
soon as interests in a certain pose reduce and prevalenee arises to other poses, radar actars 
may give up their position. Challenge strategy is a contest by arguments (for applied norms) 
to valid how well they meet the actar's interests. These arguments will be debated to see the 
relevanee of these arguments. This is a distinction between 'need to have '/ 'nice to have'. 

Same arguments are discussed in chapter 4, including the definition of security and safety 
( when they mention "safety first") and how much risks can be taken. During this contest 
arguments will be valued, criticized and judged. For example, is the stated level of security 
really necessary to realize maintaining security? There has never been an attack so why con
tinue these high security manners? Bad arguments will be removed, this will praeeed until 
all irrelevant arguments are removed. This is a point of equilibrium, which means no actor 
will change its position. Removing arguments of radar actars will give possibilities for wind 
activities. 

This is a typical debate between ministries. They based their interests and activities on 
these arguments. Here the MinEZ has to challenge the MoD to play open cards with ar
guments. The MinEZ should cooperate with VROM and be supported by TNO or other 
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institutes in what context they could refuse these arguments. This option will be encouraged 
when a constructive pose is taken. All actors must have the feeling their perceptions are 
taking serious. 

Consequences - This strategy will be experienced as being sensitive. Radar actors will 
perceive this option as exchanging sensitive information. In that sense it is important that 
actar's communication and radar actors convineed that rules have to change. 

6.2.4 Negotiation 

When actors are intending to consider changes, actors should negotiate. Sirree radar actors 
will not be intending to be the only one to trade in activities. Perhaps they are prepared 
to negotiate, sirree they experience issues by wind energy activities. When actors decide to 
negotiate, wind actors have to trade-in activities as well. In that case changes of rules can 
be realized when wind actor are sacrificing some of their activities. According to prof. E. 
Wertheim [Wert2004]: "In a successful negotiation, everyone wins. The objective should be 
an agreement, not victory. Every desire that demands satisfaction and every need to be met 
is at least potentially an occasion for negotiation; whenever people exchange ideas with the 
intention of changing relationships whenever they confer for agreement, they are negotiating." 

Negotiation can be dorre by trading a part of project, an approach of giving and receiving. 
For example: Radar actors will allow more wind projects, on the condition that wind actors 
will reduce the amount of wind projects near radar systems. Another way of negotiation is 
changing the configuration of wind farms, so radar actor can use wind farms for guidance of 
airplanes. Wind and radar actors can make agreements, so wind turbines will be constructed 
in a straight line along the runway, as a beacon. Using wind turbines as beacons already 
happens offshore, where wind turbines are a point of reEerenee for ships. Wind turbines are 
clear and visible objects, which can be used as guidance aid. Even though its interference 
influence of the radar screen it may function as a clear reEerenee point . 

MinEZ and VROM could negotiate with MoD and LVNL about these strategies. VROM, 
coordinates spatial planning can indicate what configuration fit in to the landscape. Commu
nication and making agreements are very important here for optimal negotiation perspectives. 

Consequences - Negotiation is an adverse strategy, in a sense that wind actors cannot 
fulfill all their projects and so realization of wind objective will delay. When actors negotiate 
they have to sacrifice some of their activities. Sirree sacrificed property means it is permanent, 
this is a serious point of discussion. 

6.2.5 Enforcement 

When actors are not able to come to an agreement, intervention rules could be enforced. Au
thorized actors, like ministries, can enforce changes of rules. Even though proposed changes 
are in effort of both actors, other actors have no reason to agree on changes in activities, 
which will constrain their freedom of action. On the contrary, monopolistic associations will 
probably urge on universalizing rules for protecting their privileged status. Changes of ap
plied prevention norms can be enforced by: European Union, politics or by court. 
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Enforcement by European U nion 
The European Union (EU) has ambitions for both implementation of sustainable energy and 
safety/ security in Europe and so do the Netherlands. The Dutch government is obligated by 
the EU to contribute sustainable energy development in Europe. In that sense the EU may 
helpand could enforce changes of rules when EU objectives or obstructed. In fact, Dutch wind 
energy interests are partly derived by EU interests. The European Commission carries out 
(legislation and monitoring authorities), the European ParHament supervises. The council of 
ministers has a legislative competence to order the European Commission. The EU influences 
coordinates and support industry and companies. The EU has much interest when it comes to 
environment and elimate legislation in the Netherlands. Approximately over 80 percent of all 
environment rules are stated by the EU. EU-member states are campelled totranslate Euro
pean rules ('guidelines') into nationallegislation. Base of the EU consistsof three foundation 
stands, in here environment policies are the most important one. This EU- stand describes 
the function of European institutes of the EU and cammits decision procedures concerning 
EU- legislation. The EU community is a coordinating organization with a substantial divi
sion. EU memher states are obliged to contribute to a sustainable environment, when these 
memhers do nothave the intention to cooperate, sanctions will follow. European Commission 
will close the implementation processin the Netherlands with permission procedures. When 
actors are not prepared to discuss the issue and are not able to arrange this through general 
polities, global authority can be called in. 

Enforcement by government 
Another approach of enforcing rule change could be by rnahilizing polities. A debat by min
isters can be stimulated, since sustainable energy development is important for the entire 
government. 

'Disturbance of radar systems by wind turbines is a case of cabinet'. This is a statement 
by councilor De Jong of the city of Houten. The council has intentions to instaU three wind 
turbines along the Amsterdam-Rijn channel. Opposition by MoD is one of the obstructions 
the council is facing. The council is not willing to come back to its plans. Wind turbines 
may interfere radar systems of military air-base Soesterberg and are therefore unacceptable 
for MoD. Mister de Jong is convineed this phenomenon is a national problem which must be 
discussed by the cabinet. 'Sou ree: Algemeen Dagblad, march 1 gth, 2008. 

Political mobilization means that ministers will discuss wind development obstructions caused 
by applied prevention norms by having a debate. This results in some concrete decisions and 
continuation procedures to solve this issue. In order to bring radar interference to a politica! 
issue cause wind implementation obstructions, the issue must be acknowledging on a gov
ernmentallevel. The entire cabinet must be convineed of consequences for wind objectives. 
At this moment many ministries are involved in radar interference problems so it seems to 
reach this level. When it reaches government level it will be brought to the political agenda. 
Political debate is carried out in a fixed pattern. First spokesmen of the fractions will briefly 
describe the subject. The minister of state will respond on this. A first debate starts, which 
is called a first term. If not all questions are answered a second term will take place. The 
speakers address the chairman; they do not directly address each other. A debate between 
ministers will lead to changes of the norm. 
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J udicial enforcement 
A third way of enforcing change of rules is by court. The applied norm and screening rule 
are not legally justified. When some actars are not willing to cooperate or delay the process 
of weighing interests, juridical steps can be a solution. 

Juridical decisions are imposed by doctrine, so for judges to determine whether interests 
are campeiling enough or suggested change of rules are related enough. Evaluation of sub
stance/ merits of legislation is complex for the courts because of the nature of the inquiry 
that doctrine aspects require. Judging whether certain procedural requirements met in the 
legislative processis relatively straightforward, rules versus standards. Rules versus standards 
debate in legalliterature remark that judges may be good at enforcing timing rules. A dead
line imposes low decision casts on the enforcing judge; compared to rules that require action 
"in a reasanabie time period" . Two debatable aspects urged whether judges: should gain 
knowledge about bath radar systems and wind turbines, in order to have a better judgment. 
The other side urged that judges cannot make substantiated judgments in such matters, but 
instead make policy better by aggressively enforcing procedural restrictions on actar's deci
sions. A problem is that courts aften refuse toenforce congressional rules of procedure. 

Consequences - Enforcing is a very effective strategy, which ensures results. Unfortunately 
it is not a cooperative strategy, it does not take into account others interests. 

6.3 Intervention strategies 

As mentioned befare discussed inputs and intervention options are 'ingredients' for a good 
strategy to intervene. In other words, this intervention strategy contains of a collection of 
these options. A combination of options will determine the output of the intervention strat
egy. It is important to realize that not all options combinations can be made since they will 
infiuence each other. For example: when the option of enforcing is implemented, it can't be 
foliowed by convincing option. This last option will not have any effect, sirree actars already 
have been forced to change. It does not make sense to convince radar actars of changing 
their norm, where they are already been enforced to do so. Strategy will always end with the 
negotiation option, this includes how actars deal with change. 

To clarify the explanation, some examples of what a intervention strategy look likes, will 
be mentioned. First a more cooperative strategy will be discussed. When wind actars would 
like to intervene in a more cooperative sense it is advisable to implement options, based on 
communication. In that case some options are efforted in a parallel structure, since they 
complete each other. In this case, convincing of the importance to change and challenging 
the arguments, can be carried out at the same time. This strategy will be closed with a 
negotiation. The entire strategy can be done in one section. Changes must be done and at 
the same time arguments can be discussed to see possibilities. AN illustration of this strategy 
can be found in figure 6.1 
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Convincing -

-. Negotiation 

Challengü19 -

Figure 6.1: 'Cooperative' strategy 

When wind actors perceive a strict pose by radar actors, changes seem difficult to make. 
A more aggressive strategy could be set up, mentioned in figure 6.2. First screening rules 
could be substantiated and arguments challenged, if this does not give a way of cooperation, 
wind actors could enforce changes by involvement of the entire government, EU or by law. lt 
is not the most friendly way of interverring obstructions, but it will be effective. 

Substantiating -

- Enforcement 

Challenging -

Figure 6.2: 'Aggressive' strategy 

6.4 Condusion 

This chapter describes an overview of intervention options which can be applied to change 
rules. A first intervention option is substantiating rules, which criticize the legitimacy of 
applied prevention norms and screening rules. Consequence will be that it will be difficult 
to let the radar actors cooperate. A second option is convincing radar actors to change their 
norms, by supplying information about the essence of wind energy. This will help to infl.uence 
radar actors and make them aware of the fact that change is needed. By challenging radar 
actors with their arguments, a change in rules can be realized by contesting arguments behind 
these prevention norms. Another strategy could be to find a way to negotiate between rules. 
A disadvantage is that wind actors are not able to realize all projects, sirree they have to trade 
in certain projects. A radical strategy for changing rules is by enforcing these changes. By 
applying this strategy changes will occur, but do not give a cooperative sense. 
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7 
Evaluation and recommendations 

This chapter formulates a recommended strategy to intervene obstructions caused by radar 
interference to wind activities. To do so, an inventory is made. It shows the options which 
are required to deal with stated main issues. The following options could be implemented to 
intervene the main issues: 
- Poor communication could be interverred by: convincing radar actors, communication is 
required in order to convince radar actors. Besides, negotiation should be implemented, this 
may stimulate actors to communicate when they want to give their opinion. 
- Issues concerning prevention norms and screening rules should be interverred by: substan
tiation. In that sense, fairness of both can be validated. Besides actors could be convineed 
of not legitimacy of rules and strict criteria. Besides arguments behind this norm and rule 
should be challenged. 
- Intervention of power could be dorre by: negotiation, so actors still can use their power 
without influencing others too much. Besides enforcing intervention could be an options as 
well. 

7.1 Roles by involved actors 

Besides having an effective strategy, it is important to know who will carry out what part 
during the intervention proces. The participation of actors is based on the analysis of in
stitutional frameworks. These roles are determined by; their power, position and interests 
[Stok2005]. Power, which is indicated by regulative rules derived from analysis to institutional 
frameworks, will give actors the ability to change rules. The position of an actor, indicated by 
the location within its network and its cognitive rules, influence the actor's relation to others 
and perception to radar interference. Interest derives the willingness to change the situation. 

The MinEZ is responsible for the development of sustainable energy in the Netherlands. 
To realize wind objectives, the MinEZ has high priorities when it comes to solving obstacles. 
Sirree they have authority and most concern of wind energy in general, they should coordinate 
the entire strategy. With the electricity law they have the power to obligate sustainable energy 
development. SenterNovem is an agency of the MinEZ and will support the MinEZ during 
these intervention options. They could appeal regulation aspects by the MinEZ. VROM avails 
implementation of wind energy based on environment and climate. They should cooperate 
with the MinEZ to intervene current situations which obstructs wind energy projects. They 
coordinate the law for spatial planning, which states possibilities for wind turbines as well. 
Initiators, like Evelop and Nuon perceive issues in the field and have the know-how to carry 
out experiments when needed during the process of a intervention. The MoD perceived tech
nica! issues and developed the prevention norm. They are intended that their observation 
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capacities and so their radar systems do operate optimal. There is a law to proteet radio con
nections against disturbance which the MoD could apply. LVNL, applies radar systems for 
surveillance and is using a similar screening rule. They do not have the same authorized level 
as the MoD. In that sense they can not debate with the government. TNO-FEL is a stand 
alone science center ordered to develop the screening rule for the MoD. They are assigned 
by the MoD to assess wind turbine and can supply knowledge and scientific substantiation. 
Besides they can support discussions by explaining technical subjects. 

7.2 Recommendation 

Sirree obstructions by radar interference concerns two groups of actors, I prefer a cooperate 
strategy. This because both ministries participate in the same government and so will have 
to cooperate in the future. That is why actars should avoid enforcing strategies if possible. I 
assume cooperative strategy is essential. 

I suggest a strategy with three phases, which is illustrated in figure 7.1. The strategy con
tains the following phases: a first phase which is a preparation phase. During this phase some 
inputs should be implemented as well. The second phase, contains a discussion about the 
norms and screening rules. The last phase will lead to changes of the norm. 

Similar 
researches 

Communication 

Upgrading Radar 
system 

Phase 1 

_______. Substantiation -

Convincing ,----- _______. 

_______. Challenge -

Phase 2 

Figure 7.1: three-phase-plan 

~------------1 

I I 
I I 

Negotiation -----11-1 Enforcement : 
I I 
I I 
L-----------J 

Phase 3 
--------------) 

To intervene most effectively, it is essential to start by implementing inputs during the first 
phase. Communication is a crudal input which will be the guideline throuhgout the whole 
strategy. Procedures by radar actars should be transparant, these radar actars should present 
the assessment report to the wind actor, so rejected planscan be modified. Besides, commu
nication may lead to agreements between both wind and radar actors. Another input should 
be to upgrade technology of radar systems. Modern radar systems have more observation 
capacity which leads to a less wind project rejections. A last input will be to study similar 
cases. This will provide ideas of the intention of the current situation and what approaches 
already have been carried out. 
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An options which must be operated during the first phase is convincing radar actors of the 
essence of changing norms. During this option, the MinEZ and VROM should cooperate 
since they already work tagether to stimulate wind energy. This will strength their position 
in dealing with radar interference. They gain their knowledge by combining their networks. 
SenterNovem should organize an expert meeting, they know what experts are needed to 
convince radar actors. This meeting should be devoted to the importance of wind energy 
implementation for each actor. Experts from universities and institutes in the Netherlands 
and abroad should be invited to discuss the need of sustainable energy. Besides, these ex
perts should argue that unneeded claims do not meet the interests of radar actors. At the 
end of this meeting all participants should debate about perceived issues. Additionally, radar 
actors should be invited to a wind farm near a radar system and see that radar interference 
can be managed. Such a guide tour should be carried out by initiators. When radar actors 
are convinced, it will ease the progress of the second phase. Each actor must be aware that 
both interests are essential for the Netherlands so related actors should cooperate in order 
to give both interests a chance to be carried out. It is not thinkable that radar actors will 
immediately change their procedures. 

During the second phase, the applied prevention norm and screening rule will be discussed. 
This will be done by operating two options at the same time. These options are respectively 
substantiation of rules and challenging arguments which are used to define rules and criteria. 
These options can operate at the same time since they actually complete each other. The 
MinEZ could substantiate current prevention norms and screen rules by ordering TNO to 
inventory in what sense they meet the requirements for radar interests. And in what sense 
some procedure aspects can be avoided so wind activities can proceed. A discussion point 
between wind actors and radar actors should be which effect will be an issue in the future. 
Parallel to substantiation, the MinEZ should challenge radar actors with their arguments for 
using current screen rules. During this process a distinction will be made between 'need to 
have' and 'nice to have'. This will filter out irrelevant arguments so it will be clear whether 
certain aspects of screen rules are relevant. 

Changes of screening rules should be negotiated in the third phase. The MinEZ and radar 
actors have to negotiate what part of activities will be accepted and what to trade in. This 
last aspect will become a disadvantage since wind actors are unable to realize all projects. In 
that sense the MoD will be more solid by changing rules, when they receive some advantage 
back, reduction of wind projects. For example: At crudal locations wind and radar actors 
could compromise, here wind actors can promise to construct 10 percent less wind turbines, 
when radar actors are willing to approve some wind projects. This way of negotiation leads 
toa situation acceptable for both parties. Insome cases wind project could be accepted when 
they are configured in a way into benefiting radar actors. For example near Schiphol Airport 
where they could function as beacons as well. In that sense airplane have a reference. This 
could be a benefit in case bad weather appears. 

When actors can not come to an agreement, wind actors could enforce a change by using 
higher authorities. This is an addition to the proposed strategy. It is advisable not to use 
this options immediately since it will harm the relation between both actors. Here ministries 
can use their powers to enforce changes in rules. It is better to avoid this strategy when 
other strategy may workas well. It is a very effective strategy with obsolete change situation, 
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but it does not support in a collective ambiance. A first way to enforce would be, getting 
this subject on the politica! agenda, a debate with all ministers will help. Another way of 
enforcing is to take radar actors to court and let the judge decide. A last option would be en
forcing by international connections, the EU has its interests in wind energy and will prevent 
obstruction of wind objectives. 
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8 
Conclusions 

It seems that obstructions of wind activities by radar interference arise since radar actors 
implemented a prevention norm with screening rule. Secrecy by radar actors concerning the 
applied norms causes arguments between wind actors. The perceive norms being obscure and 
not legitimate. According to experts, criteria of screening rules are too strict. Screening rules 
toproteet radar systems arebasedon the impact of shadow effect. Since radar actors are not 
willing to discuss changes of these norms, it seems that radar interference is either a teehuical 
issue and a policy issue. 

To intervene these policy issues in a strategie way, it is required to know what issues do 
appear. Three main issues were derived: A first issue, is a lack of communication. It is essen
tial that actors communicate when they would like to solve the fact that they obstruct each 
other. Because of poor communication, actors are not familiar with prevention norms and 
procedures. A secoud issue, is the applied prevention norm and screening rules. According 
to research by TNO-FEL (who developed the current screening rule) these effects will not 
be a big issue, since they can be managed. Other effects, like dutter or false tracks will 
become an issue. It seems that norms are based in a wrong issue. Criteria do not match the 
radar interference issue. A third issue is the politica! issue and the use of power by the MoD. 
Even though science proves that focused effects by the MoD are not the real issue, they will 
not reconsider this since it keeps out wind turbines. Radar actors are using arguments like 
the overall importance of radar systems, "safety goes first". Besides, the MoD argues that 
changing these norms could make them vulnerable. Since both interests are important, there 
should be distinction between "nice to have" and "need to have". So in fact obstructions to 
wind projects are caused by a matter of policy. 

Wind turbines and radar systems are both teehuical systems to operate governmental in
terests. That is why ministries, responsible for these interests, do have an important role by 
intervening prevention norms. Here the MinEZ is responsible for development of energy in 
the Netherlands, and therefor implementation of wind energy. Concerning radar interference, 
they stimulate research to prevent and how wind projects can proceed. The MoD applies 
radar systems in order to maintain security and safety. They prevent their teehuical system 
by using a norm which includes a screening rule .. 

Based on these issues and the actor's position and interests, obstructions to wind projects 
should be intervened. In order to design a most effective strategy as possible, the strategy 
will be composed with intervention options. These option determine the strategy output. 
With the knowledge about the inputs, the following strategy is developed to answer the main 
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research question: 

"How to prevent interference of radar signals of becoming a potential obstruc
tions for implementation of wind energy in the Netherlands?" 

To answer this question, a strategy will be recommended. The process of the strategy contains 
three phases: a preparationj stimulation phase, a discussion phases and an operational phase. 

Before starting the strategy proces, inputs should be implemented. These inputs will compre
hend to an effective intervention strategy. A first input will be communication, the guideline 
through the entire process. A second input is doing research to similar studies. This will 
give an idea on the intensity of such issues and they can be managed. A final input will 
be an upgrade for radar technologies, this will improve the observation capacity and so a 
reduction of the number of rejected wind projects. The preparation phase includes an in
tervention option to convince actors of the importance of both interests and the fact that 
radar interference concerns both wind- and radar actors. The MinEZ should cooperate with 
VROM to convince radar actors that wind energy is important for radaractorsas well. This 
could be done by organizing expert meetings and guide tours by wind farms. The organi
zation could be supported by SenterNovem. During these meetings experts like TNO-FEL 
could explain subjects related to the meeting. The second phase is carried out in a parallel 
trajectory. This phase contains substantiation of norms and challenging arguments for using 
these norms. Since both may complete each other, a parallel session would be more efficient. 
Substantiation could be done by discussing the legitimacy of the norm and to make them 
more transparent. This could overcome unneeded rejections of wind projects. Challenging 
arguments will clarify whether these arguments meet the interests by radar actors or if its 
comfortability. The final phase is divided into actually performed changes and on the other 
hand the prevention norm. This should be done by negotiation of activities. In that sense 
both actors do not loose that much. An additional option for in case of emergency is enforcing 
the change of by effort support of higher authority like polities, EU or law. 
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abbreviation 

ATC 
BLOW 

DGTL 
IEA 
ICAO 

KEMA 

Kyoto 

LVNL 
MASS 
Mer 
MoD 
MinEZ 
MinVW 
NMP-4 
NATO 

NUON 
OWEZ 
Q7 
URV 
VROM 
VNPI 

Abbreviation and Explaining 

Description 

Air Traffic Control 
Bestuursovereenkomst Landelijke Ontwikkeling van Windenergie. this convenant 
pursuits the expansion of wind energy supply 
in the Netherlands up to 1500 MW in 2010. 
Doetorate-Gener al: Transport and Air traffic of Min VW 
International Energy Agency 
This international organization which knows a long tradition of notifying 
safety norms for equipment of airports. 
KEMA provides confidence in the performance of products, processes and 
equipment for the production, distribution and use of electricity. 
The Kyoto-protocol were disposed as a supplement to the elimate treaty in 1997. 
Industrial countries were joined to the Kyoto-protocol to reduce emissions of 
greenhouse gasses between 2008-2012 with an average of 5 percent with reference 
to the level of green house gasses in 1990. 
Air traffic control the Netherlands 
Military Airport Surveillance System 
Milieu Effect Rapport 
Ministry of Defence 
Ministry of Economie Affairs 
Ministry of Transport, Public Works and Water Management 
National Environment policy plan. 
North Atlantic Treaty Organization (26 countries are particpating to support 
solidarity, security and freedom) 
A energy distribution company in the Netherlands 
Offshore Wind Farm Egmond at Sea (Dutch Wind Farm at the North Sea) 
Dutch wind farm at the North Sea 
Unmanned Radio-controlled Vehicles 
Ministry of housing, spatial planning and the environment 
Vereniging Nederlandse Petrolium Industrie, represents the common interestsof 
several petroleum- industry companies in the Netherlands. 
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Appendix A: lnterviewed actars 

8.1 Appendix A: lnterviewed actors 

Name function Company Country 

B. Wilbrink DG Energy: onshare wind energy Min. of EZ the Netherlands 
I. Doornbos DG Energy: offshore wind energy Min. of EZ the Netherlands 

E. Lameris DG spatial planning: wind Min VROM the Netherlands 
A. Littel DG spatial planning: Wind Min VROM the Netherlands 

R. Mudde Advisor spatial Min. of Defence the Netherlands 
Major G. van Elderen Project manager Min. of Defence the Netherlands 
L. Buurma Advisor polides Min. Defence the Netherlands 

H. Sikkema Product specialist LVNL the Netherlands 
B. Korthagen Manager Aeronautical LVNL the Netherlands 

W. van den Wittenboer Advisor (EOS) SenterNovem the Netherlands 
J. 't Hooft Senior Advisor (EOS) SenterNovem the Netherlands 
A. Jansen Senior Advisor (DEN) SenterNovem the Netherlands 

H. Kouwenhoven Projectmanager OWEC Nuon the Netherlands 
R. van Leeuwen Projectmanager Q7 Evelop the Netherlands 

Z. Moore Project Coordinator (Blades) Vestas technology U nited Kingdom 
S. Thrner Radar expert Qinetiq United Kingdom 
Dr. S. Widstrand Project manager Energy agency Sweden 
Dr. G . G reving consulent Navcom consult Germany 

Prof. G. Brussaard radar specialist Radicom the Netherlands 
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Appendix B: Prevention norm and radar 
interference effects 

8.2 Appendix 8: Prevention norm and radar interference effects 

Current assessment procedure 
Interference of obstacles on military radar systems is a concern of SMP (Service Military 
Property). This department monitors construction plans near military properties on inter
fering effects. So SMP is responsible for controlling activities around military objects (e.g. 
military air basis, shooting areas, etc). When certain incidents occur frequently, policy for 
dealing with these incidents will be adjusted. Department MLA (military air traffic authori
ties) deals with polides concerning military and space claiming for military property. 

The MoD sent a letter to all local authorities, to pay attention to radar interference phe
nomenon when granting permits for wind turbine location, in October 2006. Here the MoD 
set up a rule, that all wind turbines must be assessed on possible interference effects. Initia
tors have to contact SMP when they plan a project, which presumes to interfere equipment of 
the MoD. After the initiator reported, SMP orders TNO to measure the degree of interference 
a specific wind turbine will cause toa radar system. If SMP has to discover plans, there will 
be a delay in assessing procedure. SMP informs the initiator which aspect they have to pay 
attention. The initiator should deliver a plan, which points out locations of wind turbines, 
so distances between radar and turbine can be verified. Additionall information is required 
concerning the type of turbine and dimensions. This information will be delivered to TNO 
who will take this into calculation. Results from these measurements will be sending back to 
SMP via Military Air force Authorities. They conduct conclusions from results of TNO and 
operational assessments. SMP will inform initiators or local authorities whether or not they 
are permitted to construct these plans. This procedure is structured in this sense, initiators 
are not able to contact TNO directly. 

Concerning civil air traffic, LVNL had premonition of negative effects to their CNS systems 
caused by interference effects by wind turbines. To avoid possible issues, they set up norms. 
Liaison office of LVNL is a department whotakes care of exemptions and procedures. When 
an initiator is willing to plan projects near an airport, they should contact Liaison office of 
LVNL. If needed projects will be tested on influencing effects. For example a wind turbine 
closetoa runway can give serious problems. There is certain margin to the height of building 
near airports, these are declared in LVNL's testing norm (mentioned below). Results of these 
tests will be delivered to the ministry of traffic and public work, who will assess whether or 
not they will give a permission to build. 
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Assessment method 
The MoD ordered TNO FEL to conduct scientific calculation mode to measure the extent of 
interference by shadow effects. Initially this was dorre by computer simulation, to predict the 
extent of interference on the radar system caused by a dedicated wind turbine. Radar actors 
were convineed of the existence of radar interference by tests of this model. From all possible 
effects arising interference, MoD assumes that the blocking spots behind the radar are the 
main concern. Here blind spots appear behind the wind turbine. Radar signals cannot reach 
behind the wind turbine. MoD deelare this is a serious concernment sirree objects could "hide" 
within the blind sport, and tracing airplanes, flying behind wind farm is difficult. Shadow 
spots remains holes at the radar cover domain. The problem is not the fact that a turbine 
could not be identified on the radar screen, but the hole behind the wind turbine. Shadow 
effect is illustrated in figure 8.1 . 

Figure 8.1: Shadow effects 

Divided to this focus effect, TNO FEL developed a method based upon measuring reduction 
of maximum detection range. This methodology only takes into account the range of the ob
stade versus detection reduction, which makes it a relative way of measuring. Transmit power 
of the radar system is not taken into account. When radar signals reaches a wind turbine it 
will partial diffuse the signal, passes the wind turbine and reeovers behind the wind turbine 
after a while. This results in forming a pie-shaped shadow spot behind the wind turbines. 
A radar system is unable to abserve inside this shadow spot. Sirree energy is already lost 
when part of the signal is diffused and created shadow spot, the range for detection a target 
is reduced. 

Assessment criteria 
Current criteria behind assessment rules by MoD , indicates that with a clear view (without 
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obstacles) it is possible to detect a target at a distance of 100 km (and so small distance as 
well) . When the distance is shorter visibility becomes better. When a wind turbine between 
the radar system and the target, leads to a clear detection at a distance less than 90 km 
it is not allowed to construct a wind turbine. In other words, reduction of detection range 
till 10 percent is acceptable. When a planned wind turbines causing more than 10 percent 
reduction, that particular request will be rejected. Criteria by LVNL deseend from 1985 for 
protecting communication systems. A project named "bouwruimte Schiphol" was set up to 
proteet communication equipment (navigation /communication/ surveillance). This is based 
on a rapport origin from Eurocontrol, 1976. Recently LVNL changed their criteria to the 
norms developed the MoD, but to accepts a reduction of max 5 percent . 

Assessment area 
Assessment procedure will be applied when wind projects are planned within a certain as
sessment area. Assumed that a radar system is installed on a tower. The testing area is from 
mow field , at the foot of the tower esteemed 45 meters above, from this height a horizontal 
level is stated (this line bends with the curve of earth). When an object (like a wind turbine) 
pops through this horizontallevel it find itself in the testing area it must be tested. Testing 
is dorre with the 10 percent criteria. Rejection does not mean nothing is possible at that 
distance, alternatives could be suflident at that location (see figure 8.2) . 

TESTINGAREA 

45 m 

15 NM (27.8 km) 

Figure 8.2: Testing norms for MoD 

Testing area by LVNL is basedon ICAO (EUR doe. 15) guidelines. Here not a horizontal 
line indicates the testing area but a slope line going upwards, drawn from the radar (see fig) . 
Everything that burst that line was forbidden. There was no definition on the thickness for 
objects. Currently LVNL encountered a certain principle for secondary radar systems named 
mono pulse principle sirree the end of the 90s. It was a known principle but a new generation 
secondary radar, which had an advantage of having a higher asymmetrie accuracy of the plot , 
but the same accuracy goes through several accuracy aspects en so with obstacle too. Behind 
these obstacles shadow effects appear. This is investigated by TNO and follows a certain 
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range. LVNL wrote down a enforce note in order to have a 10 km obstacle free zone like wind 
turbines. 

TESTINGAREA 

~?W~--+-----------------------------------~; 

492 ft (1 50 m) 
0< 

98< ft (300 m) 

J ; ~~ : 
t soom . ~ ~~--

; 

:+---------------------------------------~: 
8 NM ( 15 km) 

Figure 8.3: Testing norms for LVNL 

Coming up: Absolute norm 
TNO remains that absolute methodologies are a more fair way to assess wind turbines. This 
methodology is based u pon radar power capacity, measures are focused if radar systems meet 
certain specifications? Radar is purchased because of its specifications, the buyer demands a 
product with certain capacities. In case of the radar, the organization would like to observe 
an object with a certain magnitude, on a specific distance and height with a certain change. 
For example 90 percent , so when radar turns 100 times, this radar should observe its target 
90 times. TNO will investigate what will happen with the change of observing when a wind 
turbine is between the radar and the target. If this seems to be 95 percent by a customer claim 
of 90 percent, the radar seems to operate sufficient. If this change reduces to 92 percent the 
amount is still valid to the requirements. This way of testing is called absolute norm. Where 
transmitting power matters. Disadvantages are that it requires more detailed knowledge of 
the radar and still focused only on shadow effects. Still this way of testing will give more 
possibilities. So to see if a certain detection change is achievable. 

Other effects 
As discussed above, the testing model is basedon measuring the degree of shadow. According 
to research by TN 0 more effects may appear. 
An effect, which affects secondary radars, is false tracks. Since refl.ection arises from the wind 
turbine rotor , a new track appears on the radar screen. This occurs when wind turbines are 
constructed in a wind farm formation. A part of the energy will be refl.ected to other wind 
turbines and so a new track will be projected on the radar screen. The operator thinks it is 
a fl.ight track, which in fact does not exist . This phenomenon happens with radar installed in 
Soesterberg, caused by wind turbines in southern of province Flevoland. Properties of radar 
systems restriet sight of the field when obstacles appear in that field. When a wind turbine 
is observed, this turbine could be blanked out so the operator does not see moving part on 
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the screen. Though the entire column will be blanked out , this causes a big hole in the radar 
screen. This principle is illustrated in figure 8.4 

Figure 8.4: Blanking effects by radar systems 

It may occur that the echo of an obstacle (like a wind turbine) is dominating and will be 
seen as the target . This effect is known as false echo. Here the attention of the radar goes to 
the wrong object . This is caused by the technical property electro magnetic waves causing 
curious curves. It is possible that the targets echo does not be directly comes back to the 
radar, but get mixed up with refiections of a bigger, more dominant obstacle. The radar sees 
that obstacle in "the corner of his eye" because of the strength of that refiection thinks that is 
the dedicated object. As illustrated in figure 8.5, a main lobe and side lobes appears because 
of certain amount of energy, which escapes at the end of the radar canon. When an object is 
very close to the radar it gets more attention because it reflects more. In that case the side 
lobeis taking over the observation of the "target" which appears to be the wrong target. 
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Figure 8.5: False echo 

Another issue, which can exist, is when an airplane is located just above a wind park, its 
track (and tag) will be lost because of dutter effects or insensitive (see figure 8.6). Target 
on the screen get lost as soon as they are above a wind farm . The English government is 
disconcerted to this issue and so rejects all plans for wind energy near radar systems. 

Figure 8.6: Clutter effects above a wind park 
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8.3 Appendix C: Wind speed vs Radar zones 
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Figure 8.7: Testing norms for MoD 
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Figure 8.8: Testing norms for MoD 
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8.4 Appendix D: Radar distartion caused by buildings 

Case of H T S building in Enschede 

Problem owner: Local authority of Enschede. 
Project leader: emeritus prof. Dr. ir. G. Brussaard, Radicom. 
Date of project: March 2007. 

Local authorities of Enschede were confronted with new norms of MoD concerning spatial 
restrictions near military air bases. These were stated at the end of 2006 but not recog
nizable. Investigating those norms clarifies that not only military property is included but 
civilian air ports as well. Spatial restrictions regards obstacle--free zones near runways and 
radar systems which leads to limited possibilities for high-rise building construction. Restrie
tion for high rise construct plans (buildings which are already constructed are respected) are 
a consequence to the obstacle-controlled areas and radar systems at the air port Twente. Two 
restrietions are connected with a possible new starts procedure at airport Twente, whieh are: 
lH CS ( = Inner Horizontal and Conieal Surface) , furnished to new start in case of emergencies 
in several directions and ILS, an automatic navigation system in case of emergency e.g. bad 
weather. Comments that the ILS system is not yet available at the airport. A third restrie
tion aimed for safety of air traffic and safe settiement of military and civil air traffic. The 
radar interference area belonging to this radar system has a radius of 15 nautical miles(nm) , 
whieh is 28 km, around the radar station. This means that the entire soil of local authority 
of Enschede is inside that testing area. 

C onsequences olb.Y->..1 
MoD declares t hat the HTS tower is not ~to be realized, esteemed to the radar interfer
ence it will cause. MoD indieates a distartion of approximately 50 percent (where a limit of 10 
percent is allowed). Alsoother plans are rejected because of those criteria. By this, the local 
authority of Enschede ordered (emeritus) prof. Dr. ir Brussaard to criticize the procedure. 
All available information required to test would have been published in the test report by 
MoD whieh was delivered to the local authority. One of the concerns prof. Brussaard notieed, 
is that some crucial information was missing, for instanee what type of testing was used. The 
analysis resulted in a decrease of the radar signal of 7 dB. The report concludes that this is 
similar to a interference of 80 percent. Whieh should be in fact be 55 percent. But still to 
high to pass through. Calculation for shadow effect caused by buildings operated by T NO 
were monitored by an estimated formula designed by the International Telecommunication 
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Union (ITU). This monitoring session led to a similar result as TNO had come to, except 
that here an interference was measured of 50 percent. Further simulation demonstrated that 
all buildings with a width of 5 meter at a distance of 6 km caused interference of more than 
10 percent. Another condusion was that the reduction percentage was proportional with the 
width of the building. Here a doubled distance reduces the reduction percentage with a 1,4 
factor. 

Critics 
Assessment by TN 0 do not consider the surrounding area of the new building nor the height of 
the building. This makes calculation of individual situations unnecessary. Proposed method
ology is useless for decision making. Using the 10 percent testing norms means a total impose 
for all buildings above 45m and a radius of 28km. At a distance of 28km a building with a 
width of lOm caused a reduction of 12,5 percent. Ever since the height of the building is not 
taken into account to the testing norm makes this method unrealistic. As state by MoD the 
degree of interference if the radar performance is depended to the height of the obstacle. The 
proposed methodology is aimed to the smallest target at a certain distance. But the size of 
the object is not withdraw as a parameter. 

Condusion 
Prof. Brussaard concludes that some relevant parameters are not implemented in the method 
(height of building, dirneusion of target, etc). Besides there was no attention to the context 
itself, like existing buildings and the location of Enschede (near Germany). Calculations of 
TNO-FEL are not well thought through, methad comes downtototal embargo for buildings 
above 45m up to 28 km away from the radar system. This norm does not give any space for 
weighing interests between local authorities, provinces and the MoD. 
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8.5 Appendix E: International case study 

N otion of radar int erferenee in Sweden 
The Swedish Energy Agency deals with radar interference issues by a project called "Flight 
test radar" . The current situation: when the Swedish army applies its assessment model 
for assessing the degree of conflicts between offshore turbines and radar, it gave 100 percent 
rejections. These assessments were carried out with simulations, with a focus on shadow 
effects. A modified model has been developed, which gives a more positive assessment for 
offshore turbines, however before the model is implemented assumptions about real interfer
ence area must be verified by flight tests , where different parameters should be varied, e.g. 
flight altitude, distance to the turbines. The consequences of a lower level of the carrier to 
interference ratio shall be clarified." Flight tests have been completed within the project and 
the analyzed workis going on at the moment . This project is supervised by S. Widstrand of 
Swedish Energy Agency and P. Nordlof of the Swedish armed forces . 

The Swedish energy agency has a department which is responsible for granting issues and 
related projects concerning other conflicts between the Swedish armed forced and wind tur
bines. The project " Flight test radar" conjuncts all kind of effects and comprise a general 
solution (not case by case). To solve the problem the Swedish armed forces: first tries to 
establish the order of disturbances. Second, they investigated the seriousness of the different 
disturbances and third validate if current norms can be reduced and/ or there are other possi
hilities to solvethese problems. The disturbance of (Swedish) radar equipment from turbines 
is only related to moving blades: the movements of the blades are registered by the radar 
as false echoes, giving rise to several dots on the operator's screen, which may be confused 
with the echoes from an aircraft.For experienced radar operators this disturbance should be 
easily handled when the radar installation is not situated within the wind farm, and if the 
exact coordinates of the wind turbines are known, the radar systemjoperator should be able 
to compensate from the false signals. If the turbines are stopped, there will be no disturbance 
of the radar system. The disturbance of radio signals is primarily caused by reflections from 
the tower and is depending of the frequency band of the radio links - influence from wind 
turbines may impair the performance for radio relay links for frequencies between 2 and 10 
GHz. The potential disturbance effect of radar and radio signals increases with the number 
of turbines. 
[Source: interview with S. Widstrand, Sweden) 

Notion of radar interference in Germany 
Dr. Greving, director of a consultancy in Germany, did a lot of researchtoradar interference. 
As a consultant , Greving was involved in radar interference incidents, mainly during surveil-
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lance incidents in Germany and abroad. He argued that each country was focusing on other 
aspects. Dr. Greving is convineed that issues concerning wind turbines and radar systems are 
pure politica! issues. Greving: 'When it was a technica! issue, each country should confirm the 
same/ equal issues. ' Still not each country who has concern in wind energy perceives these 
issues. In case of Denmark, wind turbines and radar system can get a long with each other. 
Even though there is a high concentration of wind turbines. There should be a distinction 
between taking risks, danger and wat kind of feeling surfaces. 

According to Dr. Greving, radar interference can be prevented with support of 'Fill-in' 
radar systems, but will be expensive. Another argument was that effects derived by 'natu
ral' obstacles (e.g. forrest, high buildings and rain) are causing more negative influences to 
observations by radar systems, than wind turbines. An indication is that wind turbines have 
a fixed location, where only moving blades may cause a projection of symmetrie 'Doppler ef
fect ' on radar screens. Greving concluded that there is enough knowledge and experiences to 
implement wind turbines in the vicinity toradar systems without causing any problems. An 
upgrade of the current 'Advanced 2 Dimension' toa 2,5 Diroension radar systems, will give an 
improvement, where the radar will become less sensitive for wind turbines. A radar systems 
will become more effective 'to deal with ' present wind turbine concentrations. According 
to Greving: 'When when several priorities are involved, radar systems should be changed.' 
Pursuance to '0 percent distortion' is unrealistic. 
{Source: interview with dr. G. Greving, Germanyj 

Notion of radar int erferenee in U nited Kingdom 
Steve Turner, a scientist at QinetiQ, is involved as a radar expert, with radar interference 
in the U nited Kingdom. The focus of issues is by demands of initiators in the UK. Turner 
argues that current radar systems are 20 - 30 years old and even designed 20 years before 
that. Turner: ' It is essential that radar systems design is specified on the existing and 
specific circumstances. It is crucial that radar systems are correctly installed and configured. 
This will minimize the chance of recurring radar interference, blamed to wind turbines. Ways 
to minimize radar interference could be: to configure the wind farm precisely, providing a 
stealth coating on the blades of wind turbines, improved track systems and fill in radar sys
tems. Turner records that steal masts do not distort radar signals, but it will distort when it 
is getting wet from rain. Turner argues that a first step would be when initiators are planning 
a wind farm, an analysis to the 'line of sight' should take place in an early phase. A second 
step would be to do a 'propagation analysis'. Desirable since radar signals never move in a 
straight 'line of sight'. On technica! sphere, profit can be made by a digital database of areas 
around radar systems, including cards who indicate shadow spots. 

Conclusions by mr. Steve Turner: 
1. Issues arise by reduced sensitivity ( desensitization) by applying filter methode, instead of 
shadow effects. Reduction of plots willlead to degradation of losing 'tracks '. Many effects 
are derived by restrictions of the a certain 'trigger' algoritme of the radar system; 
2. Morespace between wind turbines inside a wind farm will decline radar interference; 
3. Applying a card with green and red areas (which indicates whether it is allowed to instaU 
wind turbines is a better way of dealing with radar interference instead of applying norms 
like in the Netherlands. Than it is clear for all actors what is possible. 
[Source: interview with S. Turner, UK} 
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